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ABSTRACT 
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF NON-COVALENT 
INTERACTIONS IN S-NITROSOTHIOLS AND THIOL-CARBOXYLIC ACIDS 
 
 
Niloufar Hendinejad, M.Sc. 
 
 
Marquette University, 2020 
 
 
S-Nitrosothiols (RSNOs) are ubiquitous biomolecules whose chemistry is tightly 
controlled in unknown. In this work, we demonstrate, using high-level ab initio and DFT 
calculations, the ability of RSNOs to participate in intermolecular interactions with 
electron pair donors/Lewis bases (LBs) via a σ-hole, a region of positive electrostatic 
potential on the molecular surface at the extension of the N–S bond. Analysis of the nature 
of the intermolecular interactions in σ-hole bound RSNO-LB complexes shows the 
dominant role of electrostatic and dispersion interactions. Importantly, σ-hole binding is 
able to modulate the properties of RSNOs by changing the balance between two chemically 
opposite (antagonistic) resonance components, R–S+=N–O– (D) and R–S–/NO+ (I), which 
are, in addition to the main resonance structure R–S–N=O, necessary to describe the 
unusual electronic structure of RSNOs. σ-Hole binding at the sulfur atom of RSNO 
promotes the resonance structure D and reduces the resonance structure I, thereby 
stabilizing the weak N–S bond and making the sulfur atom more electrophilic. On the other 
hand, increasing the D-character of RSNO by other means (e.g. via N- or O-coordination 
of a Lewis acid) enhances the σ-hole bonding. Our calculations suggest that in the protein 
environment a combination of σ-hole bonding of a negatively charged amino acid sidechain 
at the sulfur atom and N- or O-coordination of a positively charged amino acid sidechain 
is expected to have a profound effect on the RSNO electronic structure and reactivity. 
Additionally, protein functionalities are highly dependent on the pKa value of their 
amino acids. The sequence of deprotonation in thiol containing amino acid side chains 
determine their nucleophilicity and reactivity. Cysteine as a sulfur containing amino acid 
is actively involved in the oxidases, reductases and disulfide isomerases through thiol-
disulfide exchange reactions. In this study, we investigated the sequence of deprotonation 
between thiol and carboxylic acid as two active and determining groups in protein 
structures. This study have been performed in two different types of molecules. First, 
thiosalicylic acid was considered as an aromatic geminal bifunctional model molecule. The 
sequence of ionization was analyzed both computationally through DFT calculations and 
experimentally through UV-vis, NMR and X-ray diffraction measurements. Our 
experimental analysis were in agreement with our computational analysis confirming the 
fact that the sequence of deprotonation in bifunctional aromatic thiol-carboxylic acid is not 
following the classic rules of ionization. Second, we extended our experiment in to 
aliphatic molecules with vicinal and geminal thiol-carboxylic acid groups. In this part 
computational studies illustrate untraditional fashion of deprotonation which was 
incompatible with experimental X-ray diffraction measurements. 
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1.1. Non-covalent Interactions 
Non-covalent interactions are denoted as the intermolecular forces required to 
hold the molecules together. However, the energy required to take these molecules apart 
is much smaller than the dissociation energy of a typical covalent bond. Non-covalent 
interactions are the driving forces that can keep drug and protein, catalyst and its 
substrate altogether.1 There are several approaches to study and analyze non-covalent 
interactions. These interactions are normally identified from molecular geometry2, 
electron localization functions (ELF)3, electron density and its derivatives that can 
simultaneously visualize and analyze these types of interactions. 
1.1.1. Hydrogen Bond 
The role of hydrogen bond in modern biology and biochemistry is remarkable. In 
a typical hydrogen bond X-H…Y-Z that X acts as a hydrogen bond donor and Y acts as 
hydrogen bond acceptor, the electrostatic forces as well as dispersion forces play an 
important role. Thus, polarizability and electronegativity of X-H bond and X atom is one 
of the noticeable factors influence on the strength of hydrogen bond. In a strong hydrogen 
bond, the distance between H and Y is so small and the angel between the hydrogen bond 
donor atom (X), hydrogen atom and the hydrogen bond acceptor atom (Y) is close to 
linear (180º). Formation of hydrogen bond can be studied both experimentally by IR 
spectroscopy as the bond length between X-H and H…Y changes in this phenomenon or 




spectroscopy as well as theoretically and computational studies. The QTAIM analysis 
(Quantum Theory of Atoms In Molecule) correlates the electron density topology of X-H 
and H…Y bond path and bond critical points to the expected characteristics of hydrogen 
bond mentioned above. 
Scrutinizing in to the nature of hydrogen bonding, it is restricted into a triangle of 
electrostatic, Van der Waals and covalent bonds. The conventional hydrogen bond is 
considered as an electrostatic interaction with variations toward Van der Waals limit 
which goes into the weak hydrogen bond category and also the electrostatic interaction 
with covalent characteristics known as strong hydrogen bond. Thus, the interaction 
energy of hydrogen bonding exist in a wide range of 0.25 to 40 kcal/mol (Figure 1).4 
 
Figure 1. Hydrogen bridge. The composite nature of the hydrogen bonding is highlighted 
by three extreme situations of widely differing energies. The sketch is not strictly 
quantitative but the coloring attempts to provide a visual scale of energies. The figure 
serves as a rough guide to the balance of electrostatic, van der Waals nature, and 
covalency in any X-H…A interaction. For the weak interactions, the covalent character is 
very small and may be interpreted as charge transfer. A van der Waals interaction is 




1.1.2. s-Hole Interactions 
While the studies of hydrogen bond and its capacity of influencing on different 
aspects of science such as chemistry and biology has been started long time ago; the 
existence of s-hole interaction was undiscovered till 2009. A short definition of s-hole is 
an area on the surface of atoms and molecules located at the extension of s-bond that its 
electrostatic potential is relatively more positive than the rest of the surface. Therefore, s-
hole can interact with any species containing negative potential characteristics including 
lone pairs or any electron rich (nucleophilic) specious. s-hole can be located on the 
surface of covalently bonded elements of group IV to group VII. This statement is 
however disconcerting since the electronegative atoms normally appear negative in 
character. This is pointed as “the fallacy of atomic charges"5 meaning that a single point 
charge atom does not always have the same electrostatic potential all around its surface.5,6 
Thus almost all noncovalent interactions can be elucidated by this concept.7–11 
 If s-hole located on group IV elements it forms non-covalent bond called tetrel 
bond, if it is located on group V elements the formed bond is called pnicogen bond, for 
group VI elements it is called chalcogen bond and in group VII is called halogen bond.  
The two determining factors that directly illustrate the strength of s-hole, are its 
magnitude and size.12,13magnitude of s-hole indicates the maximum value of the 
electrostatic potential on the boundary of s-hole donor surface and size is the spatial 
extension of positive region on the surface of s-hole donor atom. Strength of s-hole can 
be changed by modifying the s-hole donor atom or by changing its chemical 




s-hole interaction increase by increasing the atomic number of s-hole donor atom. 
Moreover, if in R-X…Y-Z as a typical s-hole interaction , X considered as s-hole donor 
atom and Y as s-hole acceptor atom, the role of covalently bonded atom to the s-hole 
donor atom is noticeable. As an instance, electron withdrawing groups as covalently 
bonded groups to s-hole donor atom (R) such as fluorine and cyanide group increase s-
hole magnitude and size but the electron donating groups such as methyl group, make s-
hole smaller and less positive.12,15,16  Tendency to linearity and shortening of X…Y 
distance could be a proper measure of the strength of s-hole interaction however It is not 
straightforward in non-symmetrical systems. 
1.1.3. The Interrelation Between s-hole Bond and Hydrogen Bond 
The relationship between s-hole bond and hydrogen bond is still blurry. It can be 
competing, complementary or parallel to each other.17A tetrel, pnicogen, chalcogen or a 
halogen atom can form a s-hole bond through its s-hole and act like a s-hole donor 
 
Figure 2. Spatial arrangement of interacting fragments in Lewis acid/base complexes of 





meanwhile form a hydrogen bond as a hydrogen bond acceptor (Figure 2)17.Formation of 
each of them can strengthen or weaken the other bond. 
s-hole bond and hydrogen bond have similar characteristics, especially in their 
angular preferences. Hydrogen atom present positive electrostatic potential over all of its 
surface specifically along its covalent bond. s-hole donor atom present negative 
electrostatic potential perpendicular to its covalent bond axis and a positive potential 
along its covalent bond. The electrostatic term in s-hole and hydrogen could be 
comparable but the contribution of dispersion energy to the stability of s-hole bond is 
much larger than that of hydrogen bond. This differences could arising from different 
sizes of these atoms.5 
1.1.4. Chalcogen Bond  
As mentioned in the last section, elements of group 16 (chalcogens) acts as 
nucleophile and hydrogen (halogen) bond acceptor because of their electronegativity and 
polarizability. Chalcogen atoms can also act as electrophiles, attracting electron rich sites. 
When chalcogen atom at the entity of a molecule absorb the electrons of another species, 
it is called chalcogen bond.18 
Hydrogen and chalcogen bonding the same as halogen, tetrel and pnicogen bond, 
can be justified with s-hole concept. However, formation of halogen bond and chalcogen 
bond show less deviation from the extension of their covalent bond due to less steric 
interference from nearby neighbors.19This is observable experimentally in halid20, 




Formation of chalcogen bond results in different electronic and geometric 
features. The distance between electrophile (chalcogen bond donor) and nucleophile 
moiety (chalcogen bond acceptor) is shorter than the summation of their Van der Waals 
radii.  
Chalcogen bond features can be studied by analyzing the electron density 
topology which shows the bond path and a bond critical point between chalcogen and 
chalcogen acceptor. It can be analyzed experimentally by Infrared and Raman absorption 
spectroscopy, UV-vis spectroscopy that usually shows a red shift in chalcogen bond 
donor chromophore. Chalcogen bond interaction also effects on NMR observables in 
both chalcogen donor and acceptor bonds.18 
1.2. Theoretical Approaches and Visualization of Intermolecular Bonds 
The answer to the question that how an electronegative atom can act as an 
electron deficient site lays in the molecular electrostatic potential V(r) given by this 
equation: 
$(&) =) *!|,! − &|! −./(&
") 0&"|&" − &|  
If ZA is charge on nucleus A located at RA and /(&") is the molecules electronic 
density, V(r) is the result of contribution of all electrons and nuclei in the molecule at r. 
When V(r) > 0 it means that the contribution of nucleus is assertive and if V(r) < 0 it 
means that the contribution of electron is dominant over the contribution of nucleus. In 




density or vice versa. This equation by Hellmann-Feynman maintain the coulombic 
interpretation of noncovalent interactions. 23 
The electrostatic potential is a real physical property. It is observable 
experimentally by diffraction techniques24,25and through computational calculations. 
Hellmann-Feynman theory can be  considered as the connection between quantitative 
quantum theory and chemical concepts.26,27 
1.2.1. Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules 
Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecule (QTAIM) is one of the popular 
approaches that have been used to analyze molecular structures and bonding. QTAIM 
characterize atoms in molecules by the surface of the minimum electron density. QTAIM 
uses concepts such as critical point which is the local maxima, minima and saddle points 
of electronic density and bond paths (lines of maximum electronic density connecting the 
nuclei and bonded atoms) to investigate molecular structures. 
Although QTAIM contains mathematical and physical implications more than 
chemical drift, It is considered as a reliable method yet. The discrepancy of this method 
shows up when some minimum density surfaces do not contain a nucleus so that they 
cannot be considered as a real atom.26 Moreover, the integrated amount of charge and 
size of some atoms are not chemically reasonable.28–32 Besides all arguments about bond 
path and critical points;33–38 Bader believe that formation of bond path and critical point is 
“both necessary and sufficient”.39Besides, there are various amount of high resolution 




1.2.2. Symmetry Adapted Perturbation Theory 
Symmetry adapted perturbation theory is used to shed more light on the nature of 
noncovalent interactions. The interaction energy between two molecules A and B is:  ∆2#$%(34) = 2(34) − 2(3) − 2(4) 
Where E(AB) is the energy of complex, E(A) is energy of monomer A and E(B) 
is energy of monomer B. Energy of complex also can be obtained by the intermolecular 
perturbation theory methods.41–45 Symmetry Adapted Perturbation theory(SAPT)42,44,46,47 
is one of the methods used on this purpose; in which Eelst is electrostatic, Eexch is 
exchange, Eind is induction, Eexch-ind is exchange-induction, Edis is dispersion and Eexch-disp 
is exchange-dispersion interaction energy contribution:  2	&!'(	 = 2*+,%(.) +	2*012(.) +	2#$3(4) +	2*0125#$3(4) +	23#,6(4) + 2*01253#,6(4)  
One of the most accurate SAPT methods for larger systems is the combination of 
density functional theory with symmetry adapted perturbation theory (DFT-SAPT) 





1.3. Thiol Molecules in Biology  
1.3.1. S-Nitrosothiols 
The biochemistry of thiol (RSR´) and nitric oxide (NO) as two important 
gasotransmitters that control blood pressure and maintain homeostasis of the vessel tone 
is linked through S-nitrosothiols (RSNOs). These molecules can be produced by body or 
provided by outside sources. Nitric oxide (NO) donors such as organic nitrates, have been 
considered as drug candidates in medicinal chemistry. The main disadvantage of organic 
nitrates is the tolerance phenomenon and the oxidative stress induction.51,52 Thus, RSNO 
have emerged in this area because of their much longer half-lives compared to organic 
nitrates and the absence of above mentioned side effects. A few of the major biological 
RSNOs are S-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO) that is used in clinical and preclinical studies, 
also S-nitroso-N-acetylpenicillamine (SNAP) and S-nitroso-N-acetylcysteine (NACNO) 
have been particularly reported for their pharmacological interest(Figure 3).53–55 Besides, 
 
Figure 3. Structures of S-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO), S-nitroso-N-acetylpenicillamine 





more than 1000 proteins have been identified to undergo S-nitrosation in vivo.56–58 
Unfortunately, there are only a few studies concerning the relationship between the 
RSNO’s physiochemical properties and their bioactivity and stability.59,60  
S-nitrosation is a post translational modification of proteins in which thiol group 
is nitrosated and converted to a S-nitrosothiol. Not only small peptides such as 
glutathione but also cysteine residues in proteins can undergo S-nitrosation. This is one of 
the major pathways for NO to exert its physiological role.58Various mechanisms have 
been proposed for the S-nitrosothiol formation:  
• NO autooxidation to N2O3 in which aerobic decomposition of NO produces N2O3. 
N2O3 is highly reactive with water and forms NO2- or reacts with thiolate and 
forms S-nitrosothiols. However, cellular S-nitrosation occurs and is sometimes 
enhanced under anaerobic condition. Since O2 is not required for the S-
nitrosation, biological relevance of N2O3 pathway might be limited to a small 
group of cellular compartments with properties that favor reaction with N2O3. The 
hydrophobic character of protein interior and cellular membranes increases S-
nitrosation 30-fold due to the hydrophobic separation of NO and O2.61,62,55 
• Thiyl radical recombination with NO which is the fastest mechanism among the 
proposed mechanisms of S-nitrosothiol formation. It is considered as a competing 
mechanism for NO binding to heme. In an isolated system containing NO, O2 and 
thiol, reaction of thiol with NO2 leads to formation of thiyl radical however, there 
are different mechanisms for thiyl radical formation in vivo. Kinetic studies 





• Transition metal catalyzed S-nitrosothiol formation involves GSH(glutathione), 
ferric cytochrome c and NO to forms GSNO. Although cytochrome c exists in 
mitochondrial intermembrane space and GSNO does not cross the cell membrane, 
S-nitrosation by cytochrome c might be limited to the mitochondrial 
intermembrane space.62 
• Transnitrosation which is a reversible reaction between a S-nitrosothiol and a 
thiol is the outcome of the nucleophilic attack of a thiolate anion on the nitrogen 
atom in S-nitrosothiol. This reaction resembles a SN2 mechanism.62 
1.3.2. Electronic Structure and Reactivity of S-Nitrosothiols 
Having a correct understanding of electronic structures of RSNOs is fundamental 
in analyzing the reactivity of these molecules. S-nitrosothiols perform three resonance 
structures, the zwitterionic form (D) and ionic form (I) imply opposite bonding patterns, 
formal charges and opposite reactivity (Figure 4). These resonance structures are said to 
be antagonistic. S-N bonds controversial properties are rooted in the planar structure of 
RSNO, introducing double bond character of the S-N bond; which is not in agreement 
with S-N bond length observed in RSNO which is 0.25-0.30 Å longer than reported S-N 
double bond length (~ 1.5 Å).64,65 
 
 
Figure 4. Resonance representation of RSNO electronic structure as a combination of 






Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis also demonstrates that the D structure 
originates from the delocalization of P-type lone pair of sulfur atom to the p *(N-O) 
orbital. Meanwhile, I structure originates from the n(O)à	"* (S-N) interaction. Structure 
D and I are mutually orthogonal (Figure 5).66 
Furthermore, S-nitrosothiols exist in two isomeric forms, cis and trans. The 
rotational energy barrier between these two structures is approximately 10 kcalmol-1 
around the S-N bond which makes the existence of a strong double bond character more 
possible.64,66–70 
As the two antagonistic D and I structures imply the opposite formal charges on 
the –SNO group atoms, coordination of Lewis acids (LA) and bases (LB) can effectively 
change RSNO properties which is known as “D-effect” and “I-effect”. Contribution of 
LA and LB residues is not the only way to control chemistry of RSNOs. The catalytic 
effects of external electric fields (EEFs) in proteins, created by the protein environment is 
another possible way of controlling the RSNOs chemistry.58 
 
 
Figure 5. Natural bond orbital interactions in cis-MeSNO: (a) p -conjugation, n(S)à p 





The electrostatic interactions of a cation or a LA in RSNO will change the relative 
contribution of D and I structures. This effect is summarized in Figure 6.71 
Coordination of any Lewis acid (LA) to the S, N, or O atoms can similarly affects 
–SNO group. O- and N-coordinated Lewis acid complexes are more stable than S-
coordinated Lewis acid complexes. These complexes lead to significant changes of the –
SNO group properties such as increasing the weight of D structure and decreasing the 
contribution of I structure. Consequently, the S-N bond length decreases and become 
stronger. On the other side, S-coordination of LA, increase the contribution of I structure 
and decrease the contribution of D structure. 71  
Similarly, but inversely, negative charged Lewis bases can modulate RSNO’s 
electronic structure. In other words, S-coordinated charged Lewis bases could strengthen 
 
Figure 6. The resonance description of Lewis acid (LA) effects on the electronic structure 
of RSNO. 71 
 
Figure 7. Resonance description of the negatively charged species effect on RSNO 




and shorten S-N bond, and O- or N-coordinated Lewis bases leads to I-effect and 
elongation of S-N bond (Figure 7).71  
1.3.3. The pKa of Redox Cysteine 
Enzymes such as oxidases, reductases, isomerases, peroxidases and cysteine 
proteases regulates many cellular functions and protein performances through redox-
active cysteines.72Functionality of cysteines greatly dependent on its thiol, thiolate 
equilibrium (pKa value). For example, in thiol-disulfide exchanged reactions catalyzed by 
Trx-fold enzyme, the very first step is thiol-thiolate equilibrium73 and Apparently, 
thiolate (cysS-) is more active than thiol (cysSH). 
The pKa value of free cysteine in aqueous solution is 8.673–75 but this value is 
sometimes highly fluctuating in folded proteins.76Lowering the pKa value of cysteine 
influence on the kinetic and thermodynamic of protein stability 77 and their catalytic 
activity.78 A large number of studies on the pKa value of cysteine has been done on thiol-
disulfide oxidoreductases of the thioredoxin (Trx) superfamily because of the wide range 
of pKa values of thiol molecules in these proteins.76 A summary of the pKa value of these 
proteins is presented in Table 1. The pKa of cys1 in the repeated conserved motif of -cys1-
x1-x2-cys2- in Trx superfamily proteins is lower than the free cysteine. These values have 
been gained both experimentally and computationally. The observations enhanced the 
speculation that non-covalent interactions such as long range electrostatic interactions 





1.3.4. Role of Long Range Electrostatic Interactions on the pKa of Cysteine 
There has been many mutagenesis and computational studies around the effects of 
long range electrostatic interactions on the stability of thiolate in cysteine molecule .79–82 
For example, positively charged His15 was mutated to Val83in reduced E.coli Grx3 in a 
physiological pH. But the pKa and stability of Cys11 in this protein has not changed after 
mutation.83 This observation and similar observations gave the idea that the charged side 
chain need to be flexible enough to reach the thiolate group. Thus in a molecular dynamic 
stimulation study within the same protein, Lys8 was considered as a more flexible 
charged side chain84,83 however the stability and pKa value of Cys11 has not changed. 
The reason behind this, is that flexible Lys8 was solvated by water molecules; therefore it 
cannot interact with thiolate molecule in Cys11. It has been concluded that the charged 
side chain cannot be selected by nature, as the main mechanism for the thiolate 
stabilization due to the restrictions such as flexibility of the side chain to reach thiolate 
and steric prevention of solvent molecules.73 Also, the electrostatic interaction between a 
high dielectric solvent like water and charged side chain may screen charges.  
Table 1. Experimentally Measured pKa values for Thiol Groups In Proteins of The 
Thioredoxin Superfamily. 73 




E. coli Trx Wild-type (-C32-G33-P34-
C35-) 
Cys32 7.1 Li et al. 200 Raman 
spectroscopy 
E. coli Trx Wild-type (-C64-G65-P66-
C67-) 
Cys64 5.1 Hajjaji et al. 220 UV absorption 
Pig Grx wild type Cys22 2.5 Foloppe et al. 83 pH dependent 
reaction 
E. coli Dsb A Wild-type (C30-P31-H32-
C33-) 
Cys30 3.3 Ren et al. 221 UV absorption 
ResA wild type Bacillus subtilis (-
C74-E75-P76-C77-) 





1.3.5. Role of Hydrogen Bond on pKa of Cysteine 
Another influential factor on the pKa of cysteine is formation of hydrogen bond. 
Apparently, sulfur can form hydrogen bond as a hydrogen bond donor as well as a 
hydrogen bond acceptor. A statistical analysis over more than 500 high resolution protein 
crystal structures in which sulfur atom involves in hydrogen bonds, indicate that in 17% 
of these structures, sulfur acts as a hydrogen bond acceptor.85 
According to Table 2, the mean distance from sulfur as a hydrogen bond acceptor 
and nitrogen or oxygen atoms as hydrogen bond donor in protein crystal structures is 3.54 
Å. Additionally, It has been proven that formation of hydrogen bond influence on the pKa 
value of cys1 in redox enzyme of Trx superfamily. For example, in human Trx (PDB 
entry: 1ERT) with the sequence of -Cys1-Gly-Pro-Cys2- ; Cys1 forms 2 hydrogen bonds 
with Pro and Cys2; its pKa value is 7.1. The pKa value of Cys1 in Escherichia coli 
glutaredoxin (Grx) (PDB entry: 1ILB) with -Cys1-Pro-Tyr-Cys2- motif is 4.0. In this case 
Cys1 forms 3 hydrogen bonds with Tyr and Cys2 and in E. coli DsbA (PDB entry: 1A2L) 
pKa is 3.5, after formation of 4 hydrogen bonds with Cys1. These observations explain 
why pKa of cys1 is lower than normal (Figure 8).86  
Table 2. Geometric Characterization of Hydrogen Bonds Accepted by the Sulfur of 
Cysteines in Proteins with Different Donor Types . 73 
Donor Type Number of 
Structures 
d (S-H) Å d (S-X) Å q ( S-H-X)° 
Backbone N 95 2.79 3.58 143.5 
Amide N 12 2.87 3.61 136.8 
Charged N 18 2.78 3.44 128.2 
Aromatic N 8 3.05 3.50 109.4 
Hydroxyl O 18 2.76 3.45 133.1 







Sulfur atom is biologically and environmentally one of the most abundant 
elements. It can behave as a nucleophile atom due to the presence of the electron pair. On 
the other hand, the ability of covalently bonded sulfur to interact with nucleophile atoms 
resulted in special characteristics that need to be investigated. Moreover, sulfur atom is 
considered as a hydrogen bond donor in most of the hydrogen bond interactions whereas 
the role of sulfur atom as a hydrogen bond acceptor in biological, environmental and 
clinical processes is still ambiguous and not properly understood. 
In this regard, we investigated the role of sulfur atom computationally as well as 
experimentally in biological systems with the help of molecular models. The following 
study has been performed to achieve these goals described below: 
• Due to speculations of existence of enhanced s-hole on sulfur atom in S-
Nitrosated molecules, we were inspired to evaluate the existence, nature, 
 
Figure 8. The Number of Hydrogen Bonding and pKa Values in Trx Superfamily 















and characteristics of s-hole on the sulfur atom in S-Nitrosothiols model 
molecules. We studied how this interaction can effect on the electronic 
structure and functionality of these molecules.  
• As a next step, the S-Nitrosothiol model molecules were analyzed in 
contact with charged and uncharged truncated models of amino acid 
residues (such as Histidine, Lysine, and Glutamic acid) through s-hole 
interaction, by mimicking S-Nitrosated molecules as s-hole donor in real 
proteins. 
• In addition, we have investigated the sequence of deprotonation between 
thiol and carboxylic acid in thiosalicylic acid as an aromatic bifunctional 
molecular model. This model not only resembles the biological molecules, 
but also considered as a model for humic substances found in soil and 
surface waters. Understanding this sequence can potentially shed light on 
coordination of humic substances with heavy metals like mercury and 
radioactive elements such as actinides.  
• Lastly, we evaluated and designed aliphatic bifunctional molecular models 
containing thiol and carboxylic acid to elucidate the role of intramolecular 





 BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF S-
NITROSOTHIOL REACTIVITY: POTENTIAL ROLE 
OF SIGMA-HOLE INTERACTIONS 
This chapter of dissertation is based on the work that is published in Physical 
Chemistry Chemical Physics journal by the author.87 
2.1. Introduction 
S-nitrosothiols (RSNOs) are ubiquitous derivatives of nitric oxide, an important 
biological gasotransmitter.88 Biological RSNOs derive from small-molecule thiols 
(glutathione, coenzyme A, or hydrogen sulfide)89–93 and also cysteine amino acid side-
chains in proteins.94 S-nitrosation of protein cysteine residues is an important post-
translational modification of proteins affecting the protein function, with thousands of 
proteins already identified to undergo S-nitrosation in vivo.95 Besides their role as 
endogenous biomolecules, RSNOs also have a potential application as NO-producing 
drugs.96–99  
Protein S-nitrosation is a tightly controlled process in vivo, likely mediated 
through enzymatic reactions;94,100–102   breakdown of this control has been associated with 
numerous pathological processes.103–106 However, the molecular nature of the enzymatic 
processes behind the RSNO reactions in living organisms remains poorly understood, not 
in a small degree due to experimental challenges related to the instability of the S–N 
bond in RSNOs.107 For instance, only limited number of X-ray diffraction structures of S-




At the same time, theoretical studies suggest that the reactivity of RSNOs is 
eminently suitable for enzymatic control. This stems from the antagonistic nature of the 
RSNO electronic structure:58,66,72,106 proper description of the properties and reactivity of 
RSNOs requires invoking two resonance structures (in addition to the conventional/main 
resonance structure S, referred to as D and I, which are chemical opposites of one another 
in terms of the formal charges and bonding patterns—antagonistic structures. While D 
structure implies a double S=N bond and positively charged sulfur atom and negatively 
charged oxygen atom, structure I implies no covalent bonding between S and N atoms 
and negatively charged sulfur atom and positively charged NO moiety. 
 
 
The antagonistic model of the RSNO electronic structure reconciles the 
contradictory properties of the –SNO group,68,69 i.e. unusually weak and long S–N bond 
(~1.8 Å and the bond dissociation energy ~30 kcal/mol70,108–111 and, at the same time,  
restricted rotation around the S–N bond (the interconversion barrier of cis- and trans-
RSNO conformers >10 kcal/mol).68,69,111 The antagonistic nature of the –SNO group 
explains the dual reactivity of RSNOs with nucleophiles, e.g. thiols.16,67,112,113  
Importantly, as evident from Chart 2, the antagonistic model also suggests that 
relative contributions of the RSNO resonance structures (and hence the reactivity of 
RSNOs) can be manipulated by interaction with electron-poor (charged or neutral Lewis 




coordination at the O or N atoms of the –SNO group leads to dramatic shortening and 
strengthening of the S–N bond and activation of the S atom in the reactions with 
nucleophiles, which is consistent with promotion of the resonance structure D (Chart 2, 
top right).16,112 ,67,114 On the other hand, LA coordination at the S atom leads to 
destabilization of the S–N bond and activation of the NO group in reactions with 
nucleophiles, which is consistent with promotion of the resonance structure I (Chart 2, 
top left).115,116 These effects of LA coordination on the RSNO structure and reactivity are 
relatively well understood and have been observed computationally and experimentally 
for a variety of RSNO-LA complexes.67,115–122  
 
 
Just like LA coordination can lead to profound changes in the –SNO group, 
interaction with electron-rich LBs (anionic or neutral) should be able to exert similar (but 
opposite in effect) control over the RSNO properties (Chart 2, bottom). But, unlike LAs 
that can easily coordinate to the electron-rich atoms of the –SNO group, coordination of 
LBs to the –SNO group may seem implausible. However, there is a growing 
understanding that electron-rich atoms may act as electron pair acceptors thanks to the 
phenomenon of σ-hole 123bonding.  
σ-Hole is a region of of lower electron density—usually associated with a region 




the extension of a polar covalent bond, collinear with that bond.5,7,13,16,124–126 In a 
simplified picture, a σ-hole forms when a p-type orbital becomes polarized upon 
formation of a σ-bond (Figure 9). Most often, σ-holes are observed at halogen or 
chalcogen atoms (Figure 9), and the interactions of these σ-holes with LBs are usually 
referred to as halogen127 and chalcogen18 bonding, or σ-hole bonding in general. There is 
a significant emergent interest in these interactions due their importance for the biological 
systems128–137 and materials.136–141 
Interactions of RSNOs with LAs could be one of the main mechanisms of the biological 
enzymatic control of RSNO reactions.94,17 The ability of the –SNO group to be involved 
in σ-hole interactions can provide an additional mechanism for fine-tuning the reactivity 
of RSNOs, with important implications not only for our understanding of the RSNO 
biochemistry and the related physiological processes, but also to the design of novel 
RSNOs of pharmacological interest.96 This calls for a much better understanding of 
RSNOs as potential σ-hole donors. Here, we report a detailed computational investigation 
of the ability of RSNOs to engage in σ-hole/chalcogen bonding, with specific emphasis 
 
Figure 9. A σ-hole forms due to polarization of a p orbital upon formation of a σ-bond 
(A). Examples of σ-holes (blue) on the molecular surfaces of halogen (chlorine) and 





on how the σ-hole bonding and the electronic structure of the –SNO group affect each 
other. 
2.2. Computational Details 
Ab initio calculations were performed with Molpro 2015.1 program package.142,143 
Molecular electrostatic potential of CH3SNO molecule was calculated using internally-
contracted multireference configuration interaction144 (MRCI) for CCSD(T)-F12/VQZ-
F12 geometries reported previously.111 MRCI calculations used complete active space 
self-consistent field145,146 (CASSCF) reference wavefunction obtained with 8-electron/6-
orbital active space and Dunning’s augmented correlation-consistent quadruple-zeta basis 
set, aug-cc-pVQZ. Complex geometries were fully optimized (using numerical gradients) 
with density-fitted explicitly-correlated147 (F12) local147–149 coupled-cluster method with 
single, double, and non-iterative local triple excitations, LCCSD(T)-F12, with the F12-
optimized double- and triple-zeta basis sets, cc-pVDZ-F12 and cc-pVTZ-F12. To 
minimize the basis set superposition error (BSSE) in molecular complex calculations,150–
152 the orbital domains were localized on individual molecules and determined for non-
interacting molecules at >50 Å distance; all intermolecular electron pairs were treated at 
the highest level, and strong and close pairs were coupled.153,154  
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 
hybrid functional155–157 (PBE0) including Grimme’s empirical dispersion correction 158,159 
with damping160 (PBE0-D3BJ)  were performed with Gaussian 16 package.161DFT 




Rappaport and Furche,162,163 def2-TZVPPD; quadruple-zeta basis set def2-QZVPPD was 
also tested.  
Density fitting156,164,165 DFT-based symmetry-adapted intermolecular perturbation 
theory166 (DFT-SAPT) calculations were performed as implemented in Molpro 2015.1 
using LPBE0AC exchange-correlation functional167–169 and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. 
Resonance structure weights were calculated with the Natural Resonance Theory (NRT) 
analysis,170,171 as implemented in NBO 7.0 code.172 The quantum theory of atoms in 
molecules (QTAIM) calculations were carried out with AIMALL program;173–175 the NCI 
(Non-Covalent Interaction) analysis was performed using NCIPLOT code.176,1 
2.3. Results and Discussion 
2.3.1. RSNO Electrostatic Potential in the Gas Phase  
To identify potential σ-holes at the atoms of the –SNO group, we start with 
examination of the RSNO molecular electrostatic potential (MEP). Since RSNOs present 
a significant challenge for electronic structure calculations,110,70 computationally 
demanding high-level ab initio methods are required for reliable description of the RSNO 
properties.177,111 Here, we evaluated the MEP of our primary model RSNO, CH3SNO, at 
the MRCI/aug-cc-pVQZ level, based on the equilibrium geometry optimized at the 
CCSD(T)-F12/VQZ-F12 level reported earlier.111  
Figure 10 and Figure 11 presents the MEP V(r) of the two CH3SNO isomers 
mapped onto the molecular surface (0.001 au isodensity), with the surface MEP minima 
(VS,min) and maxima (VS,max) shown as purple and golden dots, respectively; Table 1 lists 




extrema pertinent to intermolecular interactions of the –SNO group are VS,min points 
corresponding to the lone pairs (LP) on the oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur atoms; these 
underline the ability of RSNOs to form complexes with LAs coordinated to either of the 
three atoms of the –SNO group. Judging by the VS,max values, the nitrogen atom in the 
cis-conformer appears to be the most basic, -19.5 kcal/mol for LP(N), followed by 
oxygen, -17 kcal/mol for LP(O), and the two identical sulfur lone pairs LP(S),-10.5 
kcal/mol. On the other hand, trans-CH3SNO has two oxygen lone pairs, LP(O1) and 
LP(O2), more basic than LP(N), -19 and -16 kcal/mol vs -13 kcal/mol, respectively.   
Two surface MEP maxima in the vicinity of the sulfur atom have characteristics 
of σ-holes. The VS,max point located at the extension of the C-S bond, σH(C-S), is small in 
magnitude (6 and 3 kcal/mol in cis- and trans-CH3SNO, respectively), which is expected 
considering the low polarity of the C-S bond. On the other hand, VS,max point located at 
the extension of the N–S bond, assigned as another σ-hole, σH(N-S), is much stronger, 
Table 3. The maximum and minimum electrostatic potential values on the surface of the 
sulfur, oxygen and nitrogen atoms in cis- and trans-CH3SNO. 
VS,min / VS,max MRCI PBE0 
PBE0, 
short N–S PBE0-PCM 
cis-CH3SNO     
σH(N-S) +18.1 +16.0 +21.7 +20.7 
σH(C-S) +5.8 +5.3 +5.1 +2.8 
LP(O) -16.6 -18.4 -25.6 -23.0 
LP(N) -19.5 -19.0 -22.5 -22.7 
LP(S) -10.4 -7.7 -3.7 -7.5 
trans-CH3SNO     
σH(N-S) +18.5 +16.0 +22.0 +20.7 
σH(C-S) +2.6 +2.9 +1.1 -0.4 
LP(O1) -16.0 -17.1 -23.5 -21.8 
LP(O2) -17.8 -19.0 -26.9 -24.2 
LP(N) -12.6 -12.4 -17.7 -15.3 
LP(S) -10.2 -7.4 -3.1 -7.0 





comparable (in absolute magnitude) to the VS,max points corresponding to the lone pairs of 
the N and O atoms. Both σ-holes are not exactly collinear with the corresponding C–S or 
N–S bonds, i.e. the N(C)–S–σH angles are deviating from 180°, especially in the case of 
σH(N-S) which appears to be influenced in part by the electrostatic potential created by 
the methyl group (deviation of 15° for cis- and 23° for trans-CH3SNO). 
Since high-level ab initio calculations are not practical for larger RSNOs/RSNO 
complexes, it is important to assess the performance of the density functional theory 
(DFT) methods with respect of reproducing RSNO MEP. Here, we used dispersion-
corrected Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof hybrid density functional with triple-zeta quality basis 
set, PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD, a model chemistry that has been successfully used for 
modeling of RSNOs and their reactions.112,177 ,178,66 We find that DFT description of the 
surface MEP of CH3SNO conformers (Figure 10) is very similar to that of MRCI/aug-cc-
pVQZ (Figure 11); quantitatively, PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD underestimates the 
magnitude of σH(N-S) by ~2 kcal/mol (Table 1), while overestimating the magnitude of 
LP(O) by ~1 kcal/mol and underestimating the magnitude of LP(S) by ~3 kcal/mol.  
2.3.2. σ-Hole Bound RSNO Complexes in the Gas Phase   
The analysis of the surface MEP suggests that the S atom of the –SNO group can 
potentially coordinate LBs via interactions with two σ-holes, i.e. give rise to chalcogen 
bonding. To verify this hypothesis, we used local explicitly-correlated (F12) coupled 
cluster method with single, double, and perturbative triple excitations, LCCSD(T)-F12, to 
optimize CH3SNO complexes with model neutral (formaldehyde) and anionic (acetate 




demonstrate very slow convergence of the calculated properties of the –SNO group,110,115 
and also suffer from large basis set superposition errors (BSSE) when applied to 
intermolecular complexes, explicitly-correlated methods demonstrate much faster basis 
set convergence, while local correlation methods can virtually eliminate the BSSE (see 
Computational Details section). This allows obtaining reliable properties of the RSNO 
complexes using relatively small one-electron basis sets. Indeed, the σ-hole bound 
complex geometries and binding energies obtained with a double-zeta basis set, 
LCCSD(T)-F12/VDZ-F12, differ negligibly from the triple-zeta results, LCCSD(T)-
F12/VTZ-F12. Therefore, we further used LCCSD(T)-F12/VDZ-F12 level of theory, 
which allowed full optimization of fairly large intermolecular complexes.  
 
Figure 10. Top and side views of the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) of cis- and 
trans-CH3SNO calculated at the PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPP level mapped onto the 
electron density isosurface (0.001 au).  Surface MEP minima (VS,min) and maxima (VS,max) 
are shown as purple and golden dots, respectively. Reference molecular geometries with 





We were able to optimize complexes the electron pair donors coordinated 
collinearly at the extension of the N–S and C–S bonds. Consistent with the magnitude of 
the corresponding σ-holes, σH(N–S) and σH(C–S), the complexes formed along the N–S 
bond ("N-S complexes") are more strongly bound than the complexes formed along the 
C–S bond ("C-S complexes"); the difference is particularly stark for the acetate 
complexes, where the N–S complexes have almost four-fold larger binding energies. In 
the case of the formaldehyde complexes, weak hydrogen bonding involving the C–H 
bond provides additional stabilization, so the N-S and C-S complexes have similar 
binding energies, although the S-N complexes are still more stable.  
Complexation of the negatively charged acetate anion along the S–N bond is 
significantly stronger than neutral formaldehyde molecule (13 vs 3 kcal/mol); as here we 
 
Figure 11. Top and side views of the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) of cis- and 
trans-CH3SNO calculated at the MRCI/aug-cc-pVQZ level mapped onto the electron 
density isosurface (0.001 au).Surface MEP minima (VS,min) and maxima (VS,max) are 
shown as purple and golden dots, respectively. Reference molecular geometries with 





are concerned with the electronic effects in σ-hole bonding, we use electronic binding 
energies, BE. On the other hand, the difference in binding energies of the C-S complexes 
of acetate and formaldehyde is much smaller (5 vs 2 kcal/mol). Interestingly, the N-S 
complexes formed by trans-CH3SNO are slightly more stable than the similar complexes 
of cis-CH3SNO, especially for the acetate complexes, ~1 kcal/mol, which is comparable 
to the cis-trans energy difference in CH3SNO (~1 kcal/mol,111 favoring the cis-form); in 
effect, chalcogen bonding along the N–S bond seems to selectively stabilize the trans-
conformer in these cases. 
Both formaldehyde and acetate complexes have the characteristics of σ-
hole/chalcogen bound complexes. In fact, the donor oxygen atoms are more collinear to 
the respective N–S and C–S bonds (1°-10° deviation form 180°) than the corresponding 
σ-holes (15°-23° deviation, Figure 11). Complexes of cis-CH3SNO are particularly nearly 
collinear (1°-5° deviation from 180°). The intermolecular S···O distances are typical for 
halogen/chalcogen bound complexes (2.6-3.4 Å).  
 
Figure 12. σ-Hole bound complexes of CH3SNO with formaldehyde, acetate with relevant 
geometric parameters and binding energies (BE) calculated with LCCSD(T)-F12/VDZ-
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DFT results obtained for the CH3SNO complexes with formaldehyde and acetate 
at the PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD level (Figure 12) are in excellent agreement with the 
LCCSD(T)-F12/VDZ-F12 results both in terms of the binding energies and complex 
geometries. Interestingly, although DFT slightly underestimates the magnitude of the 
surface MEP maxima corresponding to the σ-holes, the DFT binding energies of the σ-
hole bound complexes are 0.2–0.9 kcal/mol higher, with the exception of the N- S 
complex of trans-CH3SNO and acetate where the DFT binding energy is 1.8 kcal/mol 
higher than the LCCSD(T)-F12 value. In terms of the geometries, PBE0-D3BJ/def2-
TZVPPD slightly overestimates the intermolecular S···O distances for the complexes 
with formaldehyde (by <0.1 Å) and underestimates the S ... O distances in the complexes 
with acetate by ~0.1 Å. 
 
Figure 13. Comparative geometry studied of cis-CH3SNO binary complexes with 

















To gauge the importance of the BSSE and other basis set incompleteness effects on the 
DFT calculations, we also performed full optimizations of the CH3SNO complexes with 
formaldehyde and acetate with a larger quadruple-zeta quality basis set, def2-QZVPPD, 
which yielded results just marginally different from def2-TZVPP. Overall, compared to 
the high-quality LCCSD(T)-F12 data, DFT calculations with PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD 
provide adequate qualitative and quantitative description of the σ-hole bound complexes 
of RSNOs, and can be used for further investigation of these complexes.  
To better understand the difference in σ-hole binding of the neutral vs. charged 
LBs, we used DFT to probe σ-hole binding of CH3SNO with a strong neutral electron 
pair donor, quinuclidine, which also has an advantage of being less prone to secondary 
hydrogen-bonding compared to formaldehyde. The binding energies in quinuclidine 
 
Figure 14. σ-Hole bound complexes of CH3SNO with formaldehyde, acetate, and quinuclidine 
with relevant geometric parameters and binding energies (BE) calculated with LCCSD(T)-
F12/VDZ-F12 (black typeface) and PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD (blue typeface). 
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complexes(Figure 14) are significantly smaller than in the charged-assisted complexes of 
acetate, but almost twice as large than the formaldehyde complexes, which is also 
reflected in the shorter S···N interaction distances (~3.0 Å).  
Like the acetate complexes, quinuclidine-cis-CH3SNO C-S complex has a shorter 
S···O distance than the N-S complex (2.87 Å vs 3.04 Å, respectively), despite the smaller 
binding energy (3.8 kcal/mol vs 4.6 kcal/mol). A similar effect, to a lesser degree, is 
observed for trans-CH3SNO complexes, where C-S and N-S complexes have almost the 
same S···N distance (2.99 Å vs 3.03 Å, respectively), although the former has a lower 
binding energy (3.4 kcal/mol vs 4.6 kcal/mol, respectively). 
Thus, the presence of two σ-holes at the sulfur atom of the –SNO group gives rise 
to two types of σ-hole bound complexes with LBs (neutral and anionic) at the extension 
of the N–S (stronger complexes) and C–S (weaker complexes) bonds. 
We also compared local LCCSD(T)-F12/VDZ-F12 to conventional CCSD(T)-
F12/VTZ-F12 on the example of a CH3SNO-formaldehyde complex (Figure 13). 
CCSD(T)-F12/VTZ-F12 provides very similar results to LCCSD(T)-F12/VDZ-F12 .  
2.3.3. Nature of Binding in RSNO s-Hole Complexes   
Intermolecular interactions involving σ-hole (halogen, chalcogen bonding, etc.) 
are generally considered to have a complex nature, with a combination of several 
attractive interactions besides simple electrostatics.179,13 To gain better insight into the 
nature of binding in RSNO s-hole complexes, we used several analysis techniques to 
identify and quantify the different factors contributing into the overall interaction. These 




covalent interaction (NCI) analysis, two approaches based on analysis of the electron 
density and its derivatives that found wide application for analysis of intermolecular 
interactions.57,180–185 Also, we used a DFT-based symmetry-adapted perturbation theory 
(DFT-SAPT) that provides a rigorous way to decompose the interaction energy into 
physically meaningful components, one of the SAPT family of approaches which found 
numerous applications for analysis of intermolecular interactions in the literature.57,180,186-
190 
In QTAIM, a topological approach, an interaction between two atoms is identified 
by a presence of a bond path, i.e. a line of the maximum of electron density connecting 
these atoms. The nature of interaction can be characterized by the properties of the 
corresponding bond critical point (BCP), a point of the minimum of the electron density 
along the bond path, i.e. a second-order saddle point of the electron density distribution 
where the electron density gradient reaches zero. The primary parameter describing the 
strength of interaction between the two atoms is the value of the electron density at the 
corresponding BCP, ρ(BCP); unlike much stronger covalent bonds, intermolecular 
interactions usually have small ρ(BCP) (~10-2 a.u. for hydrogen-bonded complexes and 
10-3 a.u. for van der Waals complexes).191  
As evident from the molecular graphs, i.e. bond paths connecting the atoms and 
the corresponding BCPs (green spheres, Figure 15. A; other AIM parameters of the 
relevant BCPs are listed in Table 4), the complexes considered here are characterized by 
the oxygen atom (an electron-pair donor) interaction with the sulfur atom, as expected for 
σ-hole/chalcogen bonding interactions. Also, some complexes are additionally stabilized 




these interactions can be classified as weak hydrogen bonding based on the established 
AIM criteria192 (Table 5).  
The intermolecular BCP properties and the number of intermolecular interactions 
revealed by the bond paths do not seem to correlate with the binding energies of the 
complexes. The more stable N-S complex of cis-CH3SNO with formaldehyde has a 
single S···O interaction, whereas the less stable C-S complex has two bond paths with 
comparable ρ(BCP) values. The C-S complexes with acetate and quinuclidine are less 
stable than the corresponding N-S complexes (especially in the case of the acetate 
complexes), yet the C-S complexes have larger ρ(BCP) for the S···O/S···N interactions. 
In fact, the ρ(BCP) generally correlate well with the S···O/S···N distance rather than the 
binding energy.  
 
Figure 15. Quantum theory of atoms is molecules (QTAIM, A) and non-covalent 
interactions (NCI, B) analyses of intermolecular bonding in cis-CH3SNO complexes. A: 
Bond paths and the corresponding bond critical points (BCPs, green spheres); values of 
electron density (in au) at the intermolecular BCPs, ρ(BCP). B: Reduced gradient 
isosurface (s=0.05 au) with color scale representing sign(λ2)ρ, i.e. electron density with 
the sign determined by the sign of the second eigenvalue of the Hessian of electron 




NCI approach by Yang and co-workers176,1 provides real-space visualization of 
non-covalent interactions as surfaces between the interacting entities; it starts with 
analysis of the distribution of reduced density gradient:	
" = 12(3(!	)#/% |∇,|,&/% 
The regions corresponding to intermolecular interactions/molecular contacts are 
characterized by small values of the reduced gradient (typically <0.05); hence, these 
interactions can be visualized as reduced density gradient isosurface with an appropriate 
cutoff value. The nature of the interaction and its strength are indicated by the sign(λ2)ρ 
value (where λ2 is the second eigenvalue of the Hessian of electron density) color-
mapped onto the reduced density gradient isosurface (Figure 15B). The sign of λ2 
determines if the interaction is attractive (λ2<0) or repulsive (λ2>0), while the value of the 
electron density is indicative of the interaction strength.  
NCI provides a picture of the intermolecular interactions in the CH3SNO complexes 
(Figure 15B) similar to that of AIM. It shows extended regions of weak interaction in the 
CH3SNO-formaldehyde complexes, relatively strong attractive interactions between the 
acetate oxygen atom with the CH3SNO sulfur and hydrogen atoms in the N-S acetate 
complex, and even stronger S···O interaction in the C-S acetate complex. Interestingly, a 
relatively strong N···O repulsive interaction is also evident in the latter complex. 
Although AIM does not show additional interactions in quinuclidine complexes, NCI 
reveals the quinuclidine nitrogen atom interaction with the CH3SNO hydrogen in the N-S 
complex (weak attractive) and weak repulsive nitrogen-nitrogen interaction in the C-S 
complex. As the AIM and NCI approaches do not seem to be able to clearly delineate the 





Table 4. LB–S intermolecular bond properties in σ-Hole bound CH3SNO complexes: bond lengths and bond length changes upon 
complexation (in Å), and AIM parameters of the S–N bond critical point (in a.u.); PBE0- D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD calculations. r is  the 
distance between LB and sulfur in RSNO, ρ(Y…S) is the electron density distribution at the intermolecular interaction bond path 
critical point,  ∇2ρ(Y…S) is Laplacian of electron density distribution at the bond critical point, H(Y…S) is the summation of kinetic 




O or N 
LB…S  
Interaction 
r(Y…S) ρ(Y…S) ∇2ρ(Y…S) H(Y…S) ε(Y…S) 
cis-CH3SNO-CH2O N-S 
 
O…S 3.216 0.008 0.030 1.55×10-3 0.195 
cis-CH3SNO-CH2O  C-S 
 
O…S 3.298 0.006 0.024 1.44×10-3 0.136 
cis-CH3SNO-acetate N-S 
 
O…S 2.734 0.021 0.068 1.11×10-3 0.088 
cis-CH3SNO-acetate C-S 
 
O…S 2.537 0.032 0.092 -5.80×10-4 0.097 
cis-CH3SNO-quinuclidine N-S 
 
O…S 3.036 0.014 0.041 9.70×10-4 0.108 
cis-CH3SNO-quinuclidine C-S 
 
O…S 2.869 0.020 0.053 5.07×10-4 0.123 
trans-CH3SNO-CH2O N-S 
 
O…S 3.232 0.008 0.029 1.52×10-3 0.197 
trans-CH3SNO-CH2O C-S 
 
O…S 3.412 0.005 0.019 1.23×10-3 0.141 
trans-CH3SNO-acetate N-S 
 
O…S 2.595 0.029 0.084 -1.65×10-4 0.046 
trans-CH3SNO-acetate C-S 
 










S…N 2.992 0.016 0.044 1.03×10-3 0.078 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate N-S O O…S 2.422 0.041 0.104 -3.55×10-3 0.049 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate C-S O O…S 2.373 0.046 0.114 -4.58×10-3 0.081 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate N-S N O…S 2.365 0.047 0.107 -5.67×10-3 0.080 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-
quinuclidine 
N-S O N…S 2.883 0.019 0.051 4.69×10-4 0.033 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-
quinuclidine 
C-S O N…S 2.774 0.025 0.059 -3.35×10-4 0.087 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-
quinuclidine 
N-S N N…S 2.813 0.023 0.056 -1.59×10-5 0.047 
cis-CH3SNO*-acetate N-S  O…S 2.732 0.021 0.068  1.13×10-3 0.092 





DFT-based symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (DFT SAPT). In the SAPT 
framework, the BSSE-free interaction energy is calculated as a sum of physically well-
defined first- (electrostatic and exchange) and second- (induction and dispersion) order 
components: !	!"#$	 = !&'()(+) +	!&-./(+) +	!012(3) +	!&-./4012(3) +	!20(5(3) + !&-./420(5(3)  
Two second-order dispersion terms (dispersion and exchange-dispersion) are 
usually combined together to yield overall dispersion contribution: 	!20(5 = !20(53 + !&-./420(53  
Similarly, sum of the two second-order induction terms (induction and exchange-
induction) gives overall induction energy:  !012 = !0123 + !&-./40123  
Usually, the induction energy includes a higher-order term %(HF), calculated as 
the difference between the counterpoise-corrected Hartree-Fock (HF) total dimer 
interaction energy and the sum of the uncorrelated first- and second-order SAPT 
contributions. However, since HF wavefunction does not provide even a qualitatively 
Table 5. Koch-Popelier QTAIM criteria of hydrogen bonding and the parameters of the 
bond critical points corresponding to C–H interactions.  














acetate,  C-S 
complex 
C–H…NSNO 
ρ=0.002–0.040 au  
 
ρ(BCP) = 0.007 ρ(BCP) = 0.007 ρ(BCP) = 0.022 ρ(BCP) = 0.005 
Ñ2rBCP < 0, HBCP 
< 0 (strong)  
Ñ2rBCP > 0, HBCP 
< 0 (medium) 
Ñ2rBCP > 0, HBCP 
> 0 (weak) 





Ñ2ρ(BCP) = +0.093 








correct description of the RSNO electronic structure,193 we omitted the %(HF) term here. 
This necessarily means that our DFT SAPT analysis underestimates the total interaction 
energy; however, it still can provide important insights into the interplay between the 
electrostatic, exchange, induction, and dispersion contributions.  
To better understand the evolution of the interaction energy components in the 
CH3SNO complexes with the distance between the interacting molecules, we performed 
PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD semi-relaxed potential energy scans with respect to the 
relevant S···O distances in formaldehyde and acetate complexes (the relative orientation 
of the monomers was kept constrained at the complex equilibrium geometry). Geometries 
from these scans were then used for DFT SAPT and LCCSD(T)-F12/VDZ-F12 single-
point calculations, as well as DFT calculations without dispersion correction. Figure 16A 
shows the resulting energy curves for the cis-CH3SNO-formaldehyde complexes, which 
demonstrates a good agreement between the three different techniques (PBE0-D3BJ, 
DFT SAPT, and LCCSD(T)-F12); lacking higher-order terms, the DFT SAPT curves 
expectedly have minima at larger S···O distances.  
Inspection of the DFT SAPT energy components (Figure 16B,the equilibrium 
S···O distances are marked as ‘min’) suggests that the electrostatic and dispersion 
interactions have an equally major contribution to the stabilization energy of CH3SNO-
formaldehyde complexes. 
The importance of the dispersion is also evident from the comparison of the PBE0 
energy curves (Figure 16A) with and without empirical dispersion correction (D3BJ). At 
the same time, induction appears to play a minor role. The larger binding energy of the 




electrostatic and induction components. Stronger electrostatic interactions for the N-S 
complex are not unexpected given the larger magnitude of the corresponding σ-hole 




Figure 16. Potential energy curves along the S…O distance for CH3SNO-formaldehyde 
complexes (A: N-S complex, B: C-S complex) obtained from semi-relaxed scans at the 
PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD level (the relative orientation of the monomers was constrained 
during the scan); LCCSD(T)-F12/VDZ-F12 and DFT-SAPT single-point energies for the 
PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD geometries. Corresponding DFT-SAPT interaction energy 
components (C, D): first-order (exchange Eexch and electrostatic Eelst) and second-order 





The difference in the interaction energy components between the N-S and C-S 
complexes is much clearer in the case of the CH3SNO complexes with an anionic 
interaction partner, acetate (Figure 17). 
.In both complexes, induction and dispersion have equally important contributions 
into the stabilization energy; both components also have similar contributions at the 
corresponding equilibrium S···O distances (-7kcal/mol). However, in the N-S complex 
the electrostatic interaction energy has a much larger, dominating contribution to the 
interaction energy; it is also has a stabilizing (i.e. negative) contribution along the entire 
curve. On the other hand, the electrostatic energy is much smaller in the case of the C-S 
complex (-10 vs -19 kcal/mol); moreover, at the S···O distances > 3.3 Å the electrostatic 
interaction becomes slightly repulsive (by +0.5 kcal/mol). This repulsion likely originates 
from the long-range interaction of the negatively charged –COO– and –NO groups, (also 
evident from the NCI plot,( Figure 16B, Figure 15). 
 Only at short S···O distances the electrostatic interaction becomes attractive 
enough to stabilize the complex, which explains the shorter equilibrium S···O distance in 
the C-S complex compared to the more stable N-S complex (2.64 Å vs 2.83 Å at the 
LCCSD(T)-F12 level, Figure 11). The shorter S···O distance in turn leads to higher 
exchange repulsion (+23 vs +21 kcal/mol in C-S and N-S complexes, respectively), 
which further decreases the complex stabilization energy. Thus, the significantly lower 
binding energy of the C-S complex vs N-S complex (5 vs 13 kcal/mol, Figure 10) is 
related not only to a smaller magnitude of the corresponding σ-hole (Table 1), but also 
the repulsive interaction of the acetate with the –NO group, which is also corroborated by 






Figure 17. DFT SAPT interaction energy components along the S···O distance for the 
CH3SNO complexes with acetate (A) and quinuclidine (B): first-order (exchange Eexch and 
electrostatic Eelst) and second-order (induction Eind and dispersion Edisp) components. DFT-
SAPT single-point energies for the PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD geometries obtained from 
semi-relaxed scans (the relative orientation of the monomers was constrained during the 
scan). Equilibrium S···O distances are marked as ‘min’. B, inset: Superimposed Eelst 




Since quinuclidine, unlike acetate, is not a charged species, the role of induction 
in stabilizing its complexes with CH3SNO is minor (much less than electrostatic and 
dispersion components that have roughly similar contributions (Figure 17).dispersion is 
more important in long-range, and the electrostatic component is more prominent short-
range). Similar to the acetate complexes, in the case of the N-S complex with 
quinuclidine the electrostatic interaction is attractive for all S···O distances scanned, and 
for the C-S complex the electrostatics becomes very slightly (0.02 kcal/mol) repulsive at 
distances > 4 Å (Figure 17). 
 Due to the shorter equilibrium S···O distance in the C-S complex, electrostatics 
and dispersion have a larger stabilizing contribution at the minimum geometry compared 
to the N-S complex, which is compensated by larger exchange repulsion (+12 kcal/mol 
for C-S vs +9 kcal/mol for N-S complex).   
Since the first- and second-order SAPT interaction energy components do not 
include the contribution of the charge-transfer (CT) interactions that may be important for 
the RSNO σ-hole complexes, we turned to the natural bond orbital analysis (NBO) to 
quantify the differences between charge transfer in the N-S and S-C complexes with 
different LBs. From the point of view of the NBO analysis, the stabilization of the σ-hole 
complexes is the electron originates from the delocalization from a lone pair of the LB to 
a σ-antibonding orbital of the RSNO, σ*(N-S) or σ*(C-S); the relative importance of 
these CT interactions can be quantified using second-order perturbation interaction 
energy, E(2), between the orbitals involved (Table 6).  
In the formaldehyde complexes the corresponding CT interactions are small (<1 




complexes. In general, the interactions revealed by the NBO analysis and their strength 
are in accordance with the picture provided by the AIM and NCI analyses: there is 
generally a good correlation between the CT interaction energies and the corresponding 
ρ(BCP).  
Secondary interactions indicated by AIM and NCI also correspond to CT 
interactions revealed by NBO. NBO CT interaction energies, however, do not seem to 
correlate with the complex binding energies. Thus, it emerges that the main factor that 
Table 6. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis of cis- and trans- CH3SNO binary 
complexes with formaldehyde, acetate and quinuclidine as Lewis bases in the gas 
phase. 
Complex N-S or C-S Orbital Interaction E(2), kcal/mol 
cis-CH3SNO…formaldehyde N-S LP(O)® s*(S-N) 0.70 
cis-CH3SNO…formaldehyde C-S 








LP(O)® s*(S-C) 0.32 
LP(O)RSNO®s*(C-H) 0.22 
cis-CH3SNO…acetate N-S 
LP(O)® s*(S-N) 4.27 
LP(O)® s*(S-C) 0.15 
LP(O)® s*(C-H) 2.68 
cis-CH3SNO…acetate C-S 
LP(O)® s*(S-N) 1.37 
LP(O)® s*(S-C) 2.97 
LP(N)RSNO®s*(C-H) 0.07 
trans -CH3SNO…acetate N-S 
LP(O)® s*(S-N) 7.78 
LP(O)® s*(S-C) 0.36 
trans -CH3SNO…acetate C-S 
LP(O)® s*(S-N) 1.29 
LP(O)® s*(S-C) 6.18 
cis-CH3SNO…quinuclidine N-S LP(N)® s*(S-N) 1.97 
cis-CH3SNO…quinuclidine C-S 
LP(N)® s*(S-N) 0.47 
LP(N)® s*(S-C) 3.10 
trans-CH3SNO…quinuclidine N-S LP(N)® s*(S-N) 2.02 
trans-CH3SNO…quinuclidine C-S 
LP(N)® s*(S-N) 0.26 






plays a defining role in the σ-hole binding of the RSNO complexes and determines the 
difference between the N-S and C-S complexes is the electrostatic interactions. As 
generally common for σ-hole bound complexes,194,15,195 dispersion interactions are also 
important for stabilization of the RSNO-LB complexes. On the other hand, 
induction/polarization and charge transfer interactions play a relatively unimportant role 
compared to electrostatic interactions. The limited role of induction is rather surprising 
given the significant polarizability of the sulfur atom. However, as we demonstrate next, 
coordination of a LB at the sulfur atom of the RSNO molecule leads to important changes 
in the nature of the –SNO group that in turn can contribute to the stabilization of the σ-
hole complexes. 
2.3.4. Interrelation Between σ-Hole Bonding and the Properties of the –SNO Group 
The antagonistic model of the RSNO electronic structure suggests that the 
coordination of a LB at the sulfur atom of the –SNO group should favor higher 
contribution from the zwitterionic resonance structure D and reduce the contribution from 
the ionic resonance structure I. As a consequence, the S–N bond should become stronger 
and shorter and the sulfur atom more electrophilic which in turn should enhance the σ-
hole bonding. Here, we discuss the effect of σ-hole binding on the properties of the –
SNO group using acetate and quinuclidine as model LBs, since the effect of 
formaldehyde coordination is confounded by the secondary hydrogen bonding 
interactions. 
 Given the technical difficulties with obtaining the consistent NRT description of 




by changing the S–N bond length. We used AIM analysis to address the nature of the S–
N bonding (Table 7). As expected, formation of these complexes leads to shortening of 
the S–N bond. Concurrently with the S–N bond shortening, the corresponding ρ(BCP) 
value increases, further indicating the strengthening of this bond. The two other AIM 
metrics that can be used to characterize the nature of the S–N bonding are the values of 
the Laplacian ∇2ρ(BCP) and the total energy density H(BCP) at the bond critical point. 
The negative values of these metrics are consistent with the covalent character of the S–N 
bond. σ-Hole binding along the S–N bond makes the values of both metrics more 
negative at the S–N bond critical point, and those effects are particularly pronounced in 
the case of the acetate complexes (Table 7).  
Table 7. S–N bond properties in σ-Hole bound CH3SNO complexes: bond lengths and 
bond length changes upon complexation (in Å), and AIM parameters of the S–N bond 







r(S-N) ∆r(S-N) ρ(S-N) ∇2ρ(S-N) H(S-N) 
cis-CH3SNO   1.779  0.188 -0.216 -0.140 
cis-CH3SNO-quinuclidine  N-S 1.754 -0.025 0.198 -0.279 -0.162 
cis-CH3SNO-acetate  N-S 1.701 -0.078 0.216 -0.392 -0.227 
cis-CH3SNO-quinuclidine  C-S 1.765 -0.014 0.195 -0.263 -0.153 
cis-CH3SNO-acetate  C-S 1.749 -0.030 0.200 -0.301 -0.168 
trans-CH3SNO   1.789  0.185 -0.200 -0.133 
trans-CH3SNO-
quinuclidine 
 N-S 1.770 -0.019 0.194 -0.258 -0.152 
trans-CH3SNO-acetate  N-S 1.728 -0.061 0.208 -0.365 -0.120 
trans-CH3SNO-
quinuclidine 
 C-S 1.798 +0.019 0.182 -0.184 -0.128 
trans-CH3SNO-acetate  C-S 1.812 +0.023 0.177 -0.160 -0.119 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3 O  1.654 -0.125 0.230 -0.263 -0.273 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-
quinuclidine 
O N-S 1.651 -0.128 0.230 -0.214 -0.273 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate O N-S 1.641 -0.138 0.230 -0.093 -0.272 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-
quinuclidine 
O C-S 1.655 -0.124 0.229 -0.252 -0.271 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate O C-S 1.650 -0.129 0.230 -0.210 -0.274 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3 N  1.713 -0.066 0.209 -0.360 -0.219 





Finally, the degree of the double-bond character of the S–N bond can be gauged 
by the value of the bond ellipticity, ε, which is determined from the ratio of the two 
eigenvalues of the Hessian of ρ perpendicular to the bond path (ε = (λ1/λ2)–1). For single 
and triple bonds in planar molecules, where the electron density distribution is symmetric 
in the plane perpendicular to the bond, ε = 0. As the symmetry of the electron distribution 
decreases at the bond critical point with increasing double-bond character, the ellipticity 
increases. As evident from Table 7, the S–N bond character increases upon σ-hole 
binding along the S–N bond, consistent with increasing contribution of the zwitterionic 
resonance structure D.  
Consistent with the larger binding energies, the acetate binding has a significant 
effect on the S–N bond shortening/strengthening and increase of its double-bond 
character, although quinuclidine binding also leads to sizable changes in the S–N bond 
properties (Table 7). The effect is slightly smaller in the case of the S-N complexes of 
trans-CH3SNO compared to cis-CH3SNO, despite similar binding energies.  
In the case of the C-S complexes, there is a significant difference in how the LB 
binding affects the S–N bond in cis- and trans-CH3SNO complexes. The C-S complexes 
of cis-CH3SNO demonstrate similar (but smaller in scale) effect as the S-N complexes: 
the S–N bond becomes stronger and its double-bond character increases. However, in the 
case of trans-CH3SNO the effect is opposite: the S–N bond becomes longer, the ρ(BCP) 
decreases, along with the covalent character, as indicated by the more negative ∇2ρ(BCP) 
and H(BCP) values. At the same time, the S–N bond ellipticity does not significantly 




of the S–N bond upon the C–S binding of a LB to trans-CH3SNO originates from the 
interaction of the LB with the NO moiety which promotes the ionic structure I .  
Importantly, the S–N bond shortening correlates well with the AIM parameters of 
the corresponding BCP (Figure 18), which supports the utility of ∆r(S–N) as a metric of 
the D- vs I-character of the –SNO group, in agreement with previous investigations.66  
 
    
 
      
Figure 18. R(S-N) vs. AIM parameters(electron density distribution at the bond critical 
point, energy and Ellipticity of the S-N bond) in cis- and trans-CH3SNO Molecules. 
Energy is considered as the summation of kinetic and potential energy of the electron 


































While, interaction of a LB with sulfur atom of the –SNO group promotes the 
zwitterionic resonance structure D and decreases the contribution of the ionic resonance 
structure I (except in the special case of the C-S complexes of trans-CH3SNO). At the 
same time, increasing the D character by some other means is expected to lead to stronger 
σ-hole binding by increasing the electrophilic character of the S atom.  
To test this hypothesis, we considered S-binding of LBs (acetate and quinuclidine) 
to CH3SNO with a LA (BH3) coordinated at the O or N atoms of the –SNO group. 
Although the molecular surface minima of the ESP, VS,max, values are not vastly different 
for the oxygen and nitrogen atoms of cis-CH3SNO at the PBE0 level (-18.4 vs -19.0 
kcal/mol, Table 1), the nitrogen atom has a much higher affinity to BH3 compared to the 
oxygen atom (31 kcal/mol vs 16 kcal/mol binding energies, respectively; Figure 19). In 
both cases, BH3 coordination has a profound effect on the –SNO group electronic 
structure: by selectively promoting the structure D, the LA binding leads to a dramatic 
shortening of the S–N bond (by 0.07-0.13 Å, Table 7) with concomitant increase in the 
strength, degree of covalency, and the double bond character of the S–N bond as 
indicated by the AIM metrics [increase of ρ(BCP), more negative ∇2ρ(BCP) and H(BCP) 
 
Figure 19. O- and N-coordinated complexes of BH3 with cis-CH3SNO with relevant geometric 
parameters and binding energies (BE) calculated with PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD. 
BE = 31.1 
1.59 Å
1.65 Å





values, and higher bond ellipticity, Table 7. The effect is particularly strong in the case of 
the coordination at the oxygen atom which not only disfavors the ionic structure I, but 
also strongly promotes the zwitterionic structure D .  
The profound changes of the –SNO group electronic structure upon LA 
coordination at the oxygen or nitrogen atoms that result in promotion of the resonance 
structure D lead to significant enhancement of the σ-hole binding at the sulfur atom. 
There is a roughly two-fold increase in the binding energy of the LBs to the O-
coordinated cis-CH3SNO-BH3 complex (Figure 20 vs 5, and Table 8). The intermolecular 
S···O and S···N distances shorten by ~0.3 Å and ~0.15 Å for the acetate and quinuclidine 
complexes, respectively, which is accompanied by commensurate increases of the 
corresponding ρ(BCP) values (Table 7).   
 
Figure 20. σ-Hole bound ternary complexes of CH3SNO with acetate, and quinuclidine as LB and 
borane as Lewis acid (LA) with relevant geometric parameters and binding energies (BE) calculated 
with PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD in the gas phase. The values in parenthesis indicate the changes in 
binding energies with respect to binary complexes. 



















BE(LA) =  30.7(+14.3)  BE(LB) = 15.7(+10.4)
BE(LA) =  34.0(+3.0)      BE(LB) = 7.5(+3.0)BE(LA) =  19.4(+3.0)   BE(LB) = 7.5+(+3.0) BE(LA) =  19.5(+3.1)   BE(LB) = 6.9(+3.1)
BE(LA) =  42.1(+11.1)    BE(LB) = 25.9(+11.1)BE(LB) = 29.1(+14.3) BE(LA) =  26.8(+10.4)








BH3 coordination at the nitrogen atom has even stronger effect on the 
intermolecular S···O and S ··· N interactions (shortening of ~0.4 Å for acetate and ~0.2 
Å for quinuclidine); moreover, the total energy density at the intermolecular BCP, which 
is positive in the binary cis-CH3SNO-LB complexes, becomes negative for both acetate 
and quinuclidine complexes (-6×10-3 a.u. and -2×10-5 a.u., Table 4). The C-S complexes 
with O-coordinated BH3 show enhancements of the intermolecular bonding similar to the 
N-S complexes; however, due to the steric repulsion between the BH3 and the LB 
moieties, ternary complexes with N-coordinated BH3 could not be located.  
Importantly, binding of a LB at the sulfur atom also enhances the binding of a LA 
(BH3). This effect is particularly strong in the case of the acetate complex where the O-
coordinated BH3 binding energy increases from 16.4 kcal/mol to 30.7 kcal/mol in the 
case of the S–N complexes; for quinuclidine complexes the effect is less dramatic but still 
significant (16.4 kcal/mol to 19.4 kcal/mol). At the same time, the corresponding B–O/B–
N bond shortening due to a LB binding is relatively small (0.017- 0.004 Å), mirrored by 








Table 8. Thermodynamic parameters of the binary and ternary cis-CH3SNO complexes with borane as Lewis acid and 














       Energy Enhancement 
    DE0 DH DG DE0 DH DG DE0 DH DG 






      






      
cis-CH3SNO-acetate N-S  O…S    -
13.90 
-13.42 -4.46    
cis-CH3SNO-acetate C-S  O…S    -4.49 -4.16 +6.31    
cis-CH3SNO-quinuclidine N-S  N…S    -3.98 -3.21 4.54    
cis-CH3SNO-quinuclidine C-S  N…S    -3.24 -2.55 6.24    




















































-6.76 -6.01 1.87 -2.78 -2.80 -2.66 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-
quinuclidine 






-6.03 -5.46 4.15 -2.80 -2.91 -2.09 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-
quinuclidine 












Table 9. LA–S intermolecular bond properties in σ-Hole bound CH3SNO complexes: bond lengths and bond length 
changes upon complexation (in Å), and AIM parameters of the S–N bond critical point (in a.u.); PBE0- D3BJ/def2-
TZVPPD Calculations. r is  the distance between LB and sulfur in RSNO, ρ(Y…S) is the electron density distribution 
at the intermolecular interaction bond path critical point, ∇2ρ(Y…S) is laplacian of electron density distribution at the 
bond critical point, H(Y…S) is the summation of kinetic and potential energy of electron density distribution at the 
bond critical point and ε(Y…S) is the ellipticity at the bond critical point. 
Complex N-S or C-S 
BH3 at 
O or N r(B–X) ρ(B–X) ∇
2ρ(B–X) H(B–X) ε(B–X) 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3  O 1.586 0.100 0.601 -5.47×10-2 0.059 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3  N 1.557 0.132 0.587 -9.19×10-2 0.103 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate N-S O 1.569 0.110 0.580 -6.68×10-2 0.033 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate C-S O 1.575 0.107 0.581 -6.29×10-2 0.032 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate N-S N 1.568 0.134 0.497 -1.01×10-1 0.088 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-quinuclidine N-S O 1.581 0.103 0.599 -5.37×10-2 0.051 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-quinuclidine C-S O 1.586 0.102 0.590 -5.69×10-2 0.056 






To disentangle the effects of the specific LA (BH3) and analyze the effect of the 
increase of the D character of the RSNO electronic structure on the σ-hole binding, we 
have considered the σ-hole binding ability of the cis-CH3SNO with the S–N bond 
artificially shortened to 1.65 Å. As observed previously,116 shortening of the S–N bond 
increases the contribution of the resonance structure D (25% to 32%, Figure 21), and 
decreases the contribution of the structure I (16% to 11%).  
The increased D character of cis-CH3SNO upon shortening of the S–N bond to 
1.65 Å is in agreement with the changes of the surface electrostatic potential (Table 3): 
the oxygen atom becomes significantly more basic [LP(O) value increases from -18.4 
kcal/mol to -25.6 kcal/mol], the sulfur atom becomes more electrophilic at the N-S σ-hole 
[σH(N-S) value increases from 16.0 kcal/mol to 1.7 kcal/mol] while losing its basicity at 
the lone pair [LP(S) value decreases from -7.7 kcal/mol to -3.7 kcal/mol].  
As expected, shortening of the S–N bond leads to stronger binding of the LBs, in 
particular in the case of the N-S complexes: by 1.5 kcal/mol for the acetate complex, and 
0.5 kcal/mol for the quinuclidine complex (Figure 22). The much weaker effect of the S–
N bond shortening compared to O- and N-coordination of a LA is expected, as the latter  
 
Figure 21. NRT weights vs S–N bond length in cis-CH3SNO molecule. The blue line 




















results in a more significant suppression of the I-character of CH3SNO (5% in O-
coordinated cis-CH3SNO-BH3 complex vs 11% in cis-CH3SNO with a shortened S–N 
bond), although the D-character is similar in both cases (~30%) 
To conclude, there is an important interrelation between the σ-hole binding and 
the degree of D-character of RSNOs: σ-hole binding of a LA promotes D-character of the 
–SNO group, and, at the same time, increasing the D-character of the –SNO group 
enhances the σ-hole binding. A consequence of this interrelation is a strong cooperativity 
of O- or N-coordination of a LA and S-coordination of a LB to a RSNO molecule.  
 
Figure 22. σ-Hole bound complexes of cis-CH3SNO (shortened S–N bond) with acetate 
and quinuclidine with relevant geometric parameters and binding energies (BE) in the gas 
phase calculated within PBE0-D3BJ/def2-TZVPPD. 
 
















2.3.5. Polarizable Environment Effects on the RSNO Electrostatic Potential and s-
Hole Binding 
The σ-hole interactions can have a considerable effect on the RSNO electronic 
structure (and hence the reactivity), as demonstrated by the ab initio and DFT 
calculations in the gas phase discussed above. However, in the biological context, these 
interactions can be affected by environment; thus, to assess the effect of non-specific 
solvent effects on RSNO σ-hole interactions, we used polarizable continuum model 
(PCM) with ε=4.2 (corresponding to diethylether solvent) commonly employed to model 
protein environment.  
Transition to a polarizable environment modifies the surface MEP features of 
CH3SNO. The σ-hole at the extension of the S–N bond, σH(N-S), becomes more 
prominent, increasing from 16 kcal/mol in the gas phase to 21 kcal/mol (Table 1); at the 
same time, σH(C-S) becomes weaker (>5 kcal/mol to ~3 kcal/mol). Basicity of the sulfur 
atom does not significantly change [-7.5 kcal/mol for LP(S)], while the basicity of the 
oxygen and nitrogen atoms increases by ~4 kcal/mol [~-23 kcal/mol for LP(O) and 
LP(N)].  
Although the binding energies of the intermolecular complexes are expected to 
decrease going from vacuum to polarizable environment, the more prominent σ(N-S) 
partially compensates this effect. Indeed, the binding energy of the quinuclidine N-S 
complex is only slightly less than in the gas phase (4.2 kcal/mol vs 4.6 kcal/mol, Figure 
23). However, binding of the negatively charged acetate is reduced from 14.8 kcal/mol in 
vacuum to 4.3 kcal/mol (the CH3SNO-acetate interaction in polarizable environment is 





Table 10. Thermodynamic parameters of the binary and ternary cis-CH3SNO complexes  with borane as Lewis acid and acetate and quinuclidine as Lewis 
bases in σ-hole bound CH3SNO Complexes in diethylether; PBE0-D3BJ-PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD Calculations. 
Complex N-S or C-S LA at O or N LB…S  
Interaction 




    DE0 DH DG DE0 DH DG DE0 DH DG 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3  O  -16.77 -17.99 -7.26       
cis-CH3SNO-BH3  N  -28.99 -30.30 -19.47       
cis-CH3SNO-acetate N-S  O…S    -3.30 -2.91 6.67    
cis-CH3SNO-acetate C-S  O…S - - - - - - - - - 
cis-CH3SNO-quinuclidine N-S  N…S    -3.46 -2.78 5.59    
cis-CH3SNO-quinuclidine C-S  N…S    -2.33 -1.67 7.17    
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate N-S O O…S -23.71 -25.00 -13.62 -10.24 -9.92 0.31 -6.94 -7.01 -6.37 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate C-S O O…S - - - -3.08 -2.71 7.41 - - - 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate N-S N O…S -30.78 -33.16 -18.68 -5.09 -5.77 7.47 -1.79 -2.86 0.80 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-quinuclidine N-S O N…S -19.35 -20.53 -9.87 -6.04 -5.33 2.98 -2.58 -2.54 -2.61 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-quinuclidine C-S O N…S -18.75 -20.01 -8.70 -4.32 -3.70 5.72 -1.98 -2.03 -1.45 





hole in the polarizable environment, quinuclidine C-S complex becomes weaker (< 3 
kcal/mol binding energy, Figure 23,Table 10), and in the case of acetate we were not able 
to locate a stable C-S complex.  
In the ternary complexes with quinuclidine and BH3, the quinuclidine binding 
energy (~7 kcal/mol for N-S complexes) and the enhancement of the binding energies (~3 
kcal/mol) do not significantly change upon transition to polarizable environment. In the 
case of the ternary complexes with acetate and BH3, the polarizable environment 
decreases acetate binding energies by >15 kcal/mol, although they remain quite 
substantial (>10 kcal/mol); the binding energy enhancements also decrease roughly by 
half (6-7 kcal/mol). 
 
Figure 23. σ-Hole bound complexes of cis-CH3SNO with acetate and quinuclidine with 
relevant geometric parameters and binding energies (BE) in diethylether calculated within 
PBE0-D3BJ-PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD. 














Table 12. LB–S intermolecular bond properties in σ-Hole Bound CH3SNO Complexes: Bond Lengths 
and Bond Length Changes Upon Complexation (in Å), and AIM Parameters of the S–N Bond Critical 
Point (in a.u.); PBE0-D3BJ-PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD. Calculations. r is  the distance between LB 
and sulfur in RSNO, ρ(Y…S) is the electron density distribution at the intermolecular interaction bond 
path critical point, ∇2ρ(Y…S) is laplacian of electron density distribution at the bond critical point, 
H(Y…S) is the summation of kinetic and potential energy of electron density distribution at the bond 
critical point and ε(Y…S) is the ellipticity at the bond critical point. 
Complex N-S or C-S 




…S) ρ(Y…S) ∇2ρ(Y…S) H(Y…S) ε(Y…S) 
cis-CH3SNO-acetate N-S  








quinuclidine C-S  O
…S 2.889 0.019 0.051 5.80×10-4 0.126 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-




















Table 11. Effect of a polarizable environment: S–N bond properties in σ-Hole Bound CH3SNO 
complexes: S-N bond lengths and bond length changes upon complexation (in Å), and AIM parameters 
of the S–N bond critical point (in a.u.); PBE0-D3BJ-PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD calculations. r is  the 
distance between sulfur and nitrogen in RSNO, ρ(Y…S) is the electron density distribution at the 
intermolecular interaction bond path critical point, ∇2ρ(Y…S) is laplacian of electron density 
distribution at the bond critical point, H(Y…S) is the summation of kinetic and potential energy of 









r(S-N) ∆r(S-N) ρ(S-N) ∇2ρ(S-N) H(S-N) ε(S-N) 
cis-CH3SNO   1.757  0.196 -0.261 -1.57×10-1 0.327 
cis-CH3SNO-quinuclidine  N-S 1.731 -0.026 0.205 -0.332 -1.67×10-1 0.337 
cis-CH3SNO-acetate  N-S 1.705 -0.052 0.215 -0.393 -2.18×10-1 0.408 
cis-CH3SNO-quinuclidine  C-S 1.749 -0.008 0.200 -0.300 -1.67×10-1 0.334 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3 O  1.634 -0.124 0.235 -0.143 -2.82×10-1 0.557 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-
quinuclidine 
O N-S 1.635 -0.122 0.233 -0.109 -2.79×10-1 0.538 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate O N-S 1.630 -0.127 0.234 -0.055 -2.78×10-1 0.532 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-
quinuclidine 
O C-S 1.639 -0.118 0.233 -0.159 -2.79×10-1 0.577 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate O C-S 1.634 -0.123 0.235 -0.131 -2.82×10-1 0.580 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3 N  1.698 -0.059 0.212 -0.323 -2.35×10-1 0.592 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-
quinuclidine 






Polarizable environment boosts BH3 binding to CH3SNO in the binary complexes 
and CH3SNO/quinuclidine ternary complexes by 4 and 2 kcal/mol for O- and N-
coordinated BH3, which is consistent with increased basicity of O and N atoms in 
CH3SNO. On the other hand, compared to vacuum, the BH3 binding energy decreases in 
ternary complexes with CH3SNO/acetate by ~5 kcal/mol. The characteristics of S-N 
covalent bond and intermolecular bonds are summarized in Table 11,Table 12,Table 13) 
To conclude, the polarizable environment does not significantly affect σ-hole 
binding of neutral LBs at the extension of the N–S bond, while attenuating the binding of 
negatively charged LBs, although the binding energies still remain substantial (>10 
kcal/mol). At the same time, the C-S σ-hole bound complexes become less important, in 
particular, in the case of negatively charged LBs.   
2.3.6. RSNO σ-Hole Binding in the Biological Context 
As the σ-hole interactions of RSNOs with neutral and negatively charged LBs 
appear to be able to survive in a polarizable environment similar to a protein setting, we 
Table 13. BH3–RSNO intermolecular bond properties in σ-Hole Bound CH3SNO complexes: bond lengths 
and bond length changes upon complexation (in Å), and AIM parameters of the S–N bond critical point (in 
a.u.); PBE0-D3BJ-PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD calculations. 
Complex N-S or 
C-S 
BH3 at O or N r(B–X) ρ(B–X) ∇2ρ(B–X) H(B–X) ε(B–X) 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3  O 1.577 0.105 0.592 -6.07×10-2 0.045 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3  N 1.564 0.131 0.552 -9.34×10-2 0.098 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate N-S O 1.564 0.112 0.587 -6.82×10-2 0.035 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate C-S O 1.571 0.109 0.586 -6.48×10-2 0.036 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-acetate N-S N 1.568 0.134 0.500 -9.95×10-2 0.095 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-quinuclidine N-S O 1.571 0.108 0.590 -6.40×10-2 0.040 
cis-CH3SNO-BH3-quinuclidine C-S O 1.574 0.107 0.588 -6.29×10-2 0.043 





next use PBE0-D3BJ-PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD calculations to investigate potential σ-
hole interactions of RSNO with LBs and LB/LA pairs that can be encountered within 
proteins using truncated models of acidic and basic aminoacid side chains (for brevity, 
we use the aminoacid codes to refer to the truncated models of the corresponding 
aminoacid sidechains). To better estimate the actual strength of the intermolecular 
interactions in the biological environment, from hereon we consider the complex binding 
enthalpies (BH) instead of the electronic binding energies (BE) which we used to discuss 
the nature of the intermolecular interactions in preceding sections.  
In terms of negatively charged LBs, we examine deprotonated sidechains of 
aspartic (Asp–) and glutamic (Glu–) acids represented by acetate anion as a truncated 
 
Figure 24. σ-Hole bound complexes of cis- and trans-CH3SNO with Asp–/Glu– and 
imidazole(model of His0) as Lewis bases at RSNO sulfur, with relevant geometric 
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model (we already presented a detailed discussion of acetate-RSNO binding in vacuum in 
previous sections). As a neutral base, we consider histidine (His0) aminoacid side chain 
model, which is more likely to stay unprotonated compared to other basic side chains 
(pKa ~ 6).  
Neutral His0  is able to form a σ-hole bound N–S complexes with cis- and trans-
CH3SNO (Figure 24,Table 15), which are expectedly less stable than the analogous 
complexes with Asp–/Glu– (BH ~1.2 kcal/mol vs ~3 kcal/mol, respectively); there is an 
appreciable shortening of the S–N bond due to His0 coordination (0.026 Å for cis- and 
0.022 Å for trans-CH3SNO), although the Asp–/Glu– coordination effect is twice as much 
(0.052 Å and 0.040 Å). 
As LAs that can bind to oxygen and nitrogen atoms of the –SNO group in the 
protein environment, we consider models of protonated side chains of lysine (Lys+), 
arginine (Arg+), and histidine (His+), as well as a model of neutral aspartic/glutamic acid 
side chains (Asp0/Glu0).  
Charged basic residue models form fairly strong hydrogen bonds with the oxygen 
and nitrogen atoms of the –SNO group (7-8 kcal/mol), also leading to significant 
shortening of the S–N bond (0.06-0.09 Å, Figure 25 and Table 14) due to promotion of 
the D resonance component, as corroborated by the changes in the AIM parameters of the 
S–N bond. Compared to the positively charged side chains, the hydrogen bonding 
between the –OH groups of neutral Asp0/Glu0 and the oxygen and nitrogen atoms of the –
SNO group is two times weaker (3-4 kcal/mol), with still a substantial effect on the S–N 




Overall, we were able to optimize structures for 25 ternary cis- and trans-
CH3SNO complexes with aminoacid side chain models (Figure 26 and Figure 27-Figure 
28, with O- or/and N-coordinated LA (Lys+, Arg+, His+ or Asp0/Glu0) and S-coordinated 
LB (His0 or Asp–/Glu–). Arg+ complexes involved simultaneous O- and N-coordination, 
whereas in the case of cis-CH3SNO, some complexes with N-coordinated LA could not 
be obtained due to formation of a direct hydrogen bond between the acid and the base 






Figure 25. σ-Hole bound complexes of cis- ad trans-CH3SNO with models of His, Asp, 
Glu, Lys and Arg as Lewis acids with relevant geometric parameters and binding 
enthalpies (BH) calculated with PBE0-D3BJ-PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD. 
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Table 14. RSNO S–N bond properties in σ-Hole bound CH3SNO complexes: bond lengths and bond length 
changes upon complexation (in Å), and AIM parameters of the S–N bond critical point (in a.u.); PBE0- D3BJ-
PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD calculations. 





r(S-N) ∆r(S-N) ρ(S-N) ∇2ρ(S-N) H(S-N) 
cis-CH3SNO   1.757  0.196 -0.261 -1.57×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-Asp–/Glu–  N-S 1.705 -0.052 0.215 -0.393 -2.18×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-His0  N-S 1.732 -0.026 0.206 -0.336 -1.85×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO- Arg+ O,N  1.675 -0.082 0.223 -0.355 -2.54×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-His+ O  1.670 -0.087 0.226 -0.353 -2.60×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-His+ N  1.701 -0.056 0.215 -0.388 -2.23×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-Lys+ O  1.666 -0.092 0.227 -0.335 -2.64×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-Lys+ N  1.698 -0.059 0.216 -0.387 -2.64×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-Asp0/Glu0 O  1.694 -0.073 0.219 -0.405 -2.30×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-Asp0/Glu0 N  1.714 -0.053 0.211 -0.374 -2.06×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-Arg+-Asp–/Glu– O,N N-S 1.657 -0.101 0.226 -0.196 -2.66×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-His+-Asp–/Glu– O N-S 1.644 -0.113 0.231 -0.166 -2.75×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-Lys+-Asp–/Glu– O N-S 1.644 -0.113 0.230 -0.147 -2.74×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO- Asp0/Glu0 – Asp–/Glu– O N-S 1.666 -0.101 0.226 -0.298 -2.64×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO- Asp0/Glu0 - Asp–/Glu– N N-S 1.687 -0.080 0.219 -0.352 -2.45×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-Arg+-His0 N,O N-S 1.667 -0.100 0.223 -0.282 -2.58×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-His+-His0 N N-S 1.686 -0.071 0.219 -0.359 -2.45×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-His+-His0 O N-S 1.658 -0.099 0.228 -0.272 -2.70×10-1 
cis-CH3SNO-Lys+-His0 O N-S 1.653 -0.114 0.230 -0.250 -2.72×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO   1.767  0.193 -0.250 -1.50×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO- Asp–/Glu–  N-S 1.727 -0.040 0.208 -0.361 -1.96×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO-His0  N-S 1.746 -0.022 0.202 -0.309 -1.72×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO-Arg+ N,O  1.697 -0.070 0.216 -0.388 -2.29×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO-His+ O  1.694 -0.073 0.218 -0.396 -2.32×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO-His+ N  1.710 -0.057 0.212 -0.377 -2.12×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+ O  1.687 -0.080 0.220 -0.390 -2.41×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+ N  1.712 -0.055 0.211 -0.378 -2.11×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO- Asp0/Glu0 O  1.718 -0.050 0.211 -0.368 -2.01×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO- Asp0/Glu0 N  1.727 -0.040 0.207 -0.350 -1.91×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO-Arg+- Asp–/Glu– N,O N-S 1.681 -0.086 0.219 -0.287 -2.53×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO-His+- Asp–/Glu– O N-S 1.669 -0.099 0.225 -0.262 -2.64×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO-His+- Asp–/Glu– N N-S 1.694 -0.074 0.215 -0.320 -2.42×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+- Asp–/Glu– O N-S 1.665 -0.102 0.225 -0.237 -2.65×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+- Asp–/Glu– N N-S 1.695 -0.072 0.214 -0.317 -2.40×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO- Asp0/Glu0- Asp–
/Glu– 
O N-S 1.688 -0.080 0.220 -0.360 -2.48×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO- Asp0/Glu0- Asp–
/Glu– 
N N-S 1.702 -0.066 0.215 -0.372 -2.33×10-1 
trans-CH3SNO-Arg+-His0 N,O N-S 1.685 -0.083 0.220 -0.347 -2.49×10-1 






In the case of both LA and LB being charged, the LA/LB binding enthalpy 
enhancement is significant, ~13 kcal/mol, while for the complexes with charged LAs and 
neutral His0 as the LB the enhancement is an order of magnitude smaller, 2-3 kcal/mol, 
and in case of both LA and LB being neutral the enhancement is no more than 1 
kcal/mol. Strengthening of the σ-hole LB binding due to LA coordination is also evident 
by contraction of the intermolecular distances by 0.2-0.4 Å with commensurate changes 
in the corresponding BCP parameters. Strengthening of the intermolecular hydrogen 
bonding of LAs to CH3SNO is more modest, 0.02-0.1 Å. 
 
 
Figure 26. Representative σ-hole bound ternary complexes of cis-CH3SNO with models 
of charged and neutral aminoacid side chains with relevant geometric parameters and 
binding enthalpies (BH) calculated with PBE0-D3BJ-PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD. The 
values in parenthesis indicate changes in binding enthalpies with respect to binary 
complexes. All model complexes calculated are presented in Figures 19, 20. 
BH(LA) = 6.2 (+2.9), BH(LB) = 5.8 (+2.9) BH(LA) = 4.4 (+1.1), BH(LB) = 2.3 (+1.1)


































Figure 27. σ-Hole bound ternary complexes of cis-CH3SNO with models of His+, Asp0, 
Glu0, Lys+ and Arg+ as Lewis acids and models of His0, Asp– and Glu–  with relevant 
geometric parameters and binding enthalpies (BH) calculated with PBE0-D3BJ-
PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD. The values in parenthesis indicate changes in binding energies 
with respect to binary complexes. 
BH(LA) = 6.2 (+2.9), BH(LB) = 5.8 (+2.9)
BH(LA) = 5.6 (+1.3), BH(LB) = 2.5 (+1.3)
BH(LA) = 4.4 (+1.1), BH(LB) = 2.3 (+1.1)
BH(LA) = 6.2 (+1.9), BH(LB) = 4.8 (+1.9)
BH(LA) = 10.7 (+3.0), BH(LB) = 4.1 (+3.0)BH(LA) = 21.6 (+13.9), BH(LB) = 16.8 (+13.9)
BH(LA) = 21.1 (+13.2), BH(LB) = 16.1 (+13.2) BH(LA) = 10.2 (+2.3), BH(LB) = 3.5 (+2.3)
BH(LA) = 19.8 (+12.9), BH(LB) = 15.8 (+12.9)
1.64 Å 2.59 Å
1.63 Å
BH(LA) = 9.5 (+2.6), BH(LB) = 3.7 (+2.6)
BH(LA) =  8.7(+2.4), BH(LB) = 3.5(+2.4)
1.69 Å
1.66 Å 3.00 Å
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Figure 28. σ-Hole bound ternary complexes of trans-CH3SNO with models of His+, Asp0, 
Glu0, Lys+ and Arg+ as Lewis acids and models of His0, Asp– and Glu– with relevant 
geometric parameters and binding enthalpies (BH) calculated with PBE0-D3BJ-
PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD. The values in parenthesis indicate changes in binding 




BH(LA) = 18.9(+12.6), BH(LB) = 15.6(+12.6) BH(LA) = 9.2(+2.9), BH(LB) = 4.0(+2.9)
BH(LA) = 18.0(+13.2), BH(LB) = 16.1(+13.2) BH(LA) =  7.8(+3.0), BH(LB) = 4.1(+3.0)
BH(LA) = 19.9(+13.6), BH(LB) = 16.5(+13.6) BH(LA) =  9.6(+3.2), BH(LB) = 4.4(+3.2)
BH(LA) =  21.7(+13.5), BH(LB) = 17.8(+13.5) BH(LA) =  11.4(+3.2), BH(LB) = 5.6(+3.2)
BH(LA) =  21.0(+13.9), BH(LB) = 16.8(+13.9) BH(LA) =  8.3(+3.6), BH(LB) = 4.7(+3.6)
BH(LA) =  5.8(+1.8), BH(LB) = 4.7(+1.8)
BH(LA) =  5.3(+2.3), BH(LB) = 5.2(+2.3) BH(LA) =  4.2(+1.2), BH(LB) = 2.3(+1.2)
BH(LA) =  5.0(+1.0), BH(LB) = 2.1(+1.0)
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Table 15. Thermodynamic parameters of the binary and ternary cis-CH3SNO complexes  with Arg+, His+, Lys+ and Asp0/Glu0  as Lewis acid 
models with biological conception  and His0 and Asp-/Glu- as Lewis bases models with biological conception  in σ-hole bound CH3SNO complexes 
in diethylether; PBE0-D3BJ-PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD calculations. 














    DE0 DH DG DE0 DH DG DE0 DH DG 
cis-CH3SNO-Arg+  O,N  -8.21 -7.85 +1.80       
cis-CH3SNO-His+  O  -7.29 -6.93 +2.66       
cis-CH3SNO-His+  N  -6.71 -6.35 +3.47       
cis-CH3SNO-Lys+  O  -7.65 -7.72 +2.46       
cis-CH3SNO-Lys+  N  -7.15 -7.08 +2.34       
cis-CH3SNO-Asp0/Glu0  O  -3.79 -3.27 +4.80       
cis-CH3SNO-Asp0/Glu0  N  -4.67 -4.27 +5.11       
cis-CH3SNO-Asp–/Glu– N-S  O…S    -3.28 -2.89 +6.70    
cis-CH3SNO-His0 N-S  N…S    -2.03 -1.15 +4.53    
cis-CH3SNO-Arg+-  
Asp–/Glu– 






















N-S O O…S -6.55 -6.16 +3.20 -6.04 -5.79 +5.10 -2.76 -2.89 -1.60 
cis-CH3SNO- Asp0/Glu0-  
Asp–/Glu– 
N-S N O…S -6.49 -6.15 +3.62 -5.11 -4.77 +5.22 -2.76 -1.88 -1.49 
cis-CH3SNO-Arg+-His0 N-S O,N N…S -10.04 -10.18 +3.66 -3.85 -3.47 +6.39 -1.82 -2.32 +1.86 
cis-CH3SNO-His+-His0 N-S O N…S -9.69 -9.49 +2.36 -4.43 -3.71 +4.23 -2.40 -2.56 -0.30 








LA at  
O or N 
LB…S  
Interaction 





    DE0 DH DG DE0 DH DG DE0 DH DG 
trans-CH3SNO-Arg+  O,N  -6.53 -6.31 +3.70       
trans-CH3SNO-His+  O  -6.79 -6.27 +2.20       
trans-CH3SNO-His+  N  -5.25 -4.84 +4.59       
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+  O  -7.22 -7.08 +2.06       
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+  N  -4.59 -4.73 +5.50       
trans-CH3SNO- 
Asp0/Glu0 
 O  -3.53 -3.01 +5.11       
trans-CH3SNO- 
Asp0/Glu0 
 N  -4.46 -4.05 +4.75       
trans-CH3SNO- Asp–
/Glu– 
N-S  O…S    -3.44 -2.97 +6.05    
trans-CH3SNO-His0 N-S  N…S    -1.92 -1.14 +5.64    
trans-CH3SNO-Arg+- 
Asp–/Glu– 
N-S O,N O…S -
19.97 
-19.87 -8.75 -16.88 -16.53 -6.39 -13.44 -13.56 -12.45 
trans-CH3SNO-His+- 
Asp–/Glu– 
N-S O O…S -
19.11 
-18.88 -8.52 -15.76 -15.58 -4.67 -12.32 -12.61 -10.72 
trans-CH3SNO-His+- 
Asp–/Glu– 
N-S N O…S -
18.20 
-18.01 -7.22 -16.36 -16.14 -5.75 -12.95 -13.17 -11.81 
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+- 
Asp–/Glu– 
N-S O O…S -
20.82 
-20.95 -10.25 -17.04 -16.84 -6.26 -13.60 -13.87 -12.31 
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+- 
Asp–/Glu– 
N-S N O…S -
19.14 
-19.49 -7.35 -17.99 -17.74 -6.80 -14.55 -14.77 -12.86 
trans-CH3SNO- 
Asp0/Glu0 –  
Asp–/Glu– 









Table 16. LB–S intermolecular bonding properties in σ-Hole bound CH3SNO complexes: bond lengths and 
bond length changes upon complexation (in Å), and AIM parameters of the S–N bond critical Point (in 









…S) ρ(Y…S) ∇2ρ(Y…S) H(Y…S) ε(Y…S) 
cis-CH3SNO- Asp–/Glu– N-S  O…S 2.790 0.019 0.062 1.38×10-3 0.075 
cis-CH3SNO-His0 N-S  N…S 3.252 0.009 0.028 1.33×10-3 0.022 
cis-CH3SNO-Arg+-  
Asp–/Glu– N-S O,N O…S 2.539 0.032 0.091 -8.85×10-4 0.048 
cis-CH3SNO-His+-  
Asp–/Glu– N-S O O…S 2.585 0.028 0.086 6.17×10-5 0.049 
cis-CH3SNO-Lys+-  
Asp–/Glu– N-S O O…S 2.536 0.032 0.091 -9.71×10-4 0.040 
cis-CH3SNO-Asp0/Glu0- 
Asp–/Glu– N-S O O…S 2.742 0.021 0.067 1.16×10-3 0.017 
cis-CH3SNO-Asp0/Glu0- 
Asp–/Glu– N-S N O…S 2.732 0.021 0.068 1.07×10-3 0.033 
cis-CH3SNO-Arg+-His0 N-S O,N N…S 2.837 0.020 0.057 8.63×10-4 0.020 
cis-CH3SNO-His+-His0 N-S N N…S 3.006 0.014 0.043 1.28×10-3 0.092 
cis-CH3SNO-His+-His0 N-S O N…S 2.995 0.014 0.044 1.31×10-3 0.086 
cis-CH3SNO-Lys+-His0 N-S O O…S 2.980 0.015 0.045 1.28×10-3 0.079 
trans-CH3SNO- Asp–
/Glu– N-S  O…S 2.783 0.019 0.063 1.32×10-3 0.054 
trans-CH3SNO-His0 N-S  N…S 3.153 0.010 0.033 1.37×10-3 0.078 
trans-CH3SNO-Arg+- 
Asp–/Glu– N-S O,N O…S 2.446 0.039 0.102 -2.90×10-3 0.024 
trans-CH3SNO-His+- 
Asp–/Glu– N-S O O…S 2.470 0.037 0.100 -2.21×10-3 0.023 
trans-CH3SNO-His+- 
Asp–/Glu– N-S N O…S 2.453 0.039 0.101 -2.76×10-3 0.024 
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+- 
Asp–/Glu– N-S O O…S 2.441 0.039 0.103 -2.95×10-3 0.027 
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+- 
Asp–/Glu– N-S N O…S 2.426 0.041 0.104 -3.44×10-3 0.025 
trans-CH3SNO-
Asp0/Glu0-Asp–/Glu– N-S O O…S 2.619 0.027 0.081 1.61×10-4 0.018 
trans-CH3SNO-
Asp0/Glu0-Asp–/Glu– N-S N O…S 2.658 0.025 0.076 5.40×10-4 0.025 
trans-CH3SNO-Arg+-
His0 N-S O,N N…S 2.821 0.020 0.058 6.91×10-4 0.006 
trans-CH3SNO-His+-His0 N-S O N…S 2.857 0.019 0.055 8.56×10-4 0.022 
trans-CH3SNO-His+-His0 N-S N N…S 2.838 0.020 0.056 7.73×10-4 0.010 






Table 17. LA–S Intermolecular Bonding Properties in σ-Hole Bound CH3SNO Complexes: Bond Lengths 
and Bond Length Changes upon Complexation (in Å), and AIM Parameters of the S–N Bond Critical 
Point (in a.u.); PBE0-D3BJ-PCM(ε=4.2)/def2-TZVPPD calculations. 
Complex N-S or C-
S 
LA at O or N r(LA–X) ρ(LA–X) ∇2ρ(LA–X) H(LA–X) ε(LA–X) 
cis-CH3SNO-Arg+  O*,N 1.949 0.026 0.079 -8.70 ×10-4 0.041 
  O,N* 2.029 0.025 0.066 -8.21×10-4 0.041 
cis-CH3SNO-His+  O 1.735 0.044 0.095 -9.10×10-3 0.041 
cis-CH3SNO-His+  N 1.856 0.038 0.072 -6.30×10-3 0.044 
cis-CH3SNO-Lys+  O 1.724 0.046 0.095 -1.02×10-2 0.033 
cis-CH3SNO-Lys+  N 1.849 0.040 0.071 -7.05×10-3 0.035 
cis-CH3SNO- Asp0/Glu0  O 1.807 0.036 0.084 -5.94×10-3 0.023 
cis-CH3SNO- Asp0/Glu0  N 1.872 0.036 0.066 -6.58×10-3 0.040 
cis-CH3SNO-Arg+- Asp–
/Glu– 
N-S O*,N 1.813 0.037 0.092 -5.45×10-3 0.041 
 N-S O,N* 1.941 0.032 0.072 -3.22×10-3 0.036 
cis-CH3SNO-His+-  
Asp–/Glu– 
N-S O 1.628 0.059 0.098 -1.18×10-2 0.032 
cis-CH3SNO-Lys+- Asp–
/Glu– 
N-S O 1.594 0.065 0.095 -2.23×10-2 0.030 
cis-CH3SNO-Asp0/Glu0- 
Asp–/Glu– 
N-S O 1.704 0.047 0.088 -1.21×10-2 0.039 
cis-CH3SNO-Asp0/Glu0- 
Asp–/Glu– 
N-S N 1.808 0.043 0.064 -1.02×10-2 0.026 
cis-CH3SNO-Arg+-His0 N-S O*,N 1.887 0.031 0.086 -2.49×10-3 0.042 
 N-S O,N* 1.996 0.028 0.068 -1.61×10-3 0.039 
cis-CH3SNO-His+-His0 N-S N 1.809 0.043 0.072 -8.74×10-3 0.039 
cis-CH3SNO-His+-His0 N-S O 1.689 0.050 0.097 -1.25×10-2 0.040 
cis-CH3SNO-Lys+-His0 N-S O 1.676 0.053 0.096 -1.40×10-2 0.034 
trans-CH3SNO-Arg+  O*,N 1.946 0.026 0.080 -7.69×10-4 0.042 
  O,N* 2.068 0.023 0.061 -2.46×10-4 0.034 
trans-CH3SNO-His+  O 1.748 0.042 0.096 -7.77×10-3 0.040 
trans-CH3SNO-His+  N 1.937 0.030 0.073 -2.28×10-3 0.009 
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+  O 1.731 0.045 0.096 -9.45×10-3 0.033 
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+  N 1.877 0.037 0.071 -5.49×10-3 0.028 
trans-CH3SNO- Asp0/Glu0 N-S O 1.825 0.034 0.082 -5.20×10-3 0.029 
trans-CH3SNO- Asp0/Glu0 N-S N 1.925 0.032 0.063 -4.40×10-3 0.031 
trans-CH3SNO-Arg+- Asp–
/Glu– 
N-S O*,N 1.823 0.036 0.092 -4.92×10-3 0.044 
 N-S O,N* 1.933 0.033 0.071 -3.55×10-3 0.032 
trans-CH3SNO-His+- Asp–
/Glu– 
N-S O 1.583 0.066 0.095 -2.26×10-2 0.038 
trans-CH3SNO-His+- Asp–
/Glu– 










r(LA–X) ρ(LA–X) ∇2ρ(LA–X) H(LA–X) 
trans-CH3SNO-Arg+-His0 N-S O*,N 1.877 0.032 0.087 -2.75×10-3 
 N-S O,N* 2.014 0.026 0.066 -1.24×10-3 
trans-CH3SNO-His+-His0 N-S O 1.685 0.050 0.097 -1.25×10-2 
trans-CH3SNO-His+-His0 N-S N 1.835 0.039 0.077 -6.56×10-3 
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+-His0 N-S O 1.664 0.054 0.097 -1.48×10-2 
trans-CH3SNO-Lys+-His0 N-S N 1.813 0.042 0.076 -7.95×10-3 
 
Importantly, the synergistic effect of the simultaneous LA and LB coordination to 
the –SNO group results in significant overall strengthening of the S–N bond evidenced 
by its overall shortening by 0.07-0.11 Å as well as by changes in the corresponding BCP 
parameters. 
To conclude, in the biological context the σ-hole/chalcogen bonding involving the 
–SNO group is expected to have most of the impact in combination with hydrogen-
bonding of the positively charged basic sidechains at the O or N atoms. 
2.4. Summary 
In this work, we computationally investigated the ability of the sulfur atom of the 
–SNO group to participate in σ-hole/chalcogen bonding as a non-covalent interaction. We 
demonstrated existence of a sufficiently prominent σ-hole at the extension of the N–S 
bond that can engage in interactions with negatively charged or neutral Lewis bases 
(LBs). Analysis of the nature of these non-covalent interactions using several analysis 
methods suggests the primary role of electrostatic and dispersion interaction components 
in stabilization of RSNO-LB complexes. Importantly, a LB coordination at the sulfur 
atom via the σ-hole promotes the zwitterionic resonance structure D and reduces the ionic 




bonding. Thus, Lewis acid (LA) coordination at the oxygen or nitrogen atoms that 
significantly increases D-character strengthens the σ-hole bonding; conversely, LB 
coordination at the sulfur atom improves the LA-RSNO hydrogen bonding. 
To understand the importance of this synergistic effect of LA and LB interactions 
with the –SNO group in biological context, we investigated a number of possible ternary 
complexes of RSNOs with truncated models of aminoacid sidechains acting as LAs or 
LBs. This short survey indicates that, using the basic and acidic aminoacid sidechains in 
various protonation states, proteins can fine-tune the –SNO group electronic structure, 
and hence its stability and reactivity. While σ-hole interactions with Lewis bases 
(deprotonated acidic and unprotonated basic aminoacid sidechains) may have a weaker 
impact on the –SNO group properties, they can play an important role by enhancing the 
effect of O- or N-coordination of charged LAs (protonated basic residues). Thus, the 
biological environment possesses a versatile toolkit to take full advantage of the 
antagonistic nature of RSNOs to control their reactivity; understanding the molecular 
details of this control is essential for unraveling the complex mechanisms of 









 ACIDITY SEQUENCE OF THIOL AND 
CARBOXYLIC ACID IN AROMATIC 
BIFUNCTIONAL MOLECULES 
3.1. Introduction 
Acid-base equilibria of organic compounds is an important class of reactions. The 
deprotonation greatly influences the physical, chemical and often biological properties of 
the molecules. Diprotic molecules such as salicylic acid and thiosalicylic acid can 
undergo one or two stepwise dissociations depending upon the pH of the solution. 
Titration of the pH of these acid solution against the volume of NaOH added, provides a 
titration curve to obtain stepwise neutralization changes with inflection points on the 
titration curve that are then used to deduce pKa values. These titrations, however, do not 
shine light on the predominant species that are formed as a result of deprotonation. Our 
continued interest in understanding the stabilization of polar intermediates originating 
from compounds containing  thiol group112,111 led us to investigate the identity and 
stabilization of polar intermediate formed from the single deprotonation of Thiosalicylic 
acid.  
In proteins containing cysteine residue, the pKa of thiol and carboxylic acid 
groups are highly affected by the environment and existence of other functional groups. 
However, the deprotonation sequence follows the archetype deprotonation pattern of 
small molecules containing both carboxylic acid and thiol functional groups in 
accordance with the pKa of carboxylic acid (acetic acid pKa = 4.8) and thiols (thioethanol 




The biological significance of thiols is well known in proteins containing cysteine 
where thiol-disulfide exchange reactions are regulated by thioredoxin super family. 
Similarly, in DJ-1 superfamily proteins, the thiol-thiolate conversions control the 
nucleophilicity and reactivity of the redox active cysteine. While the pKa of thiol in a free 
cysteine residue in aqueous solution is about 8.6, the value changes as a consequence of 
hydrogen bonding in the folded protein, folding and other external factors. For example, 
the pKa of cys1 residue in thioredoxin with the architecture of cys1-x1-x2-cys2 decreases 
with increasing the number of hydrogen bonds73,83,199,200. Both, theoretical approaches 
based on molecular dynamic simulations ,Poisson Boltzmann method and experimental 
methods have been used to study the role of hydrogen bond in stabilization of thiolate in 
these activated cysteine residues. 73,76,83,84,86,201–212  
In this study, we investigated the deprotonation sequence of an organic molecule, 
thiosalicylic acid where the thiol and carboxylic acid are ortho-connected on an aryl ring. 
Using proton NMR, absorption spectroscopy, X-ray crystal diffraction and theoretical 
calculations, we report the reversal in the deprotonation sequence in TSA as a 






3.2. Computational Details 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with a range 
separated hybrid functional (wB97XD)213as well as Perdew-Burke-Ernzenhof hybrid 
functional (PBE0) method 214,156,157 with Grimme’s empirical dispersion correction with 
damping (D3BJ). Implicit polarizable continuum model (PCM) with water parameter 
were used to simulate biological environment and acetone was used to simulate NMR 
spectrum. The hybrid implicit-explicit solvation of five water molecules were performed 
with PBE0/D3BJ-PCM/def-TZVPPD level of theory.  
The electronic absorption spectra was calculated using TD-DFT approach.215 The 
1H NMR isotropic shielding are calculated with the GIAO method using the optimized 
parameters.216 
3.3. Experimental Details 
All commercial reagents were used without further purifications. Crystal 
structures were formed in glovebox under nitrogen atmosphere. NMR spectra have been 
performed on Varian 400 and two-dimensional NMR spectra including COSY 
(Correlated spectroscopy), HMQC (heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence) and 
HMBC (heteronuclear multiple bond coherence) on 600 MHz NMR spectrometer in 
acetone-d6. UV-vis absorption spectra were measured on Cary 5000 instrument. Samples 
were placed in 10mm quartz cuvettes (Sterna). X-ray diffraction structures were obtained 
with a 135mm Atlas CCD detector or with a Rigaku Miniflex II instrument Cu 




3.4. Results and Discussion 
Titration of salicylic acid and thiosalicylic acid with 0.1M sodium hydroxide 
solution in aqueous ethanol (40%) revealed that despite structural similarities, sodium 
hydroxide is able to remove only one of the acidic protons from salicylic acid (pKa = 
3.45). meanwhile it can remove both acidic protons of thiosalicylic acid with pKa1 equal 
to 4.49 and pKa2 equal to 9.22 (Figure 29). This discrepancy could be due to the 
possibility of formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonding originating from high 
electron affinity of oxygen and polarizability of sulfur atom. The main question is that 
what is the order of removing protons in thiosalicylic acid? Does intramolecular 
hydrogen bonding only reduce the pKa2 value of thiol group? Or it is swapped and pKa1 is 
the acid dissociation constant of thiol group? To answer these questions, theoretical 
calculations were done as well as experimental analysis. 
 
 
Figure 29. pH titration graph of A) salicylic acid against 0.1M NaOH in the aqueous 
ethanol as solvent (pKa=3.45) B) thiosalicylic acid against 0.1 M NaOH in the aqueous 
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3.4.1. DFT Calculation of Singly Ionized Thiosalicylic Acid Isomers in Water 
The computational study was done with both implicit and hybrid implicit-explicit 
solvation model including five water molecules (Figure 30,Table 18). Implicit model 
calculations imply that singly ionized thiosalicylic acid with carboxylate/thiol pair 
(structure A) does not exist. In fact, this structure is converged to deprotonated 
thiosalicylic acid with carboxylic acid/thiolate pair (structure B). Structure C is 
considered as another possible conformer of carboxylate/thiol pair for singly ionized 
thiosalicylic acid (TSA); however, it cannot be considered as the most stable conformer.  
 
 
Figure 30. The implicit solvation model of thiosalicylic acid calculated with PBE0-D3BJ-
PCM(water)/def2-TZVPPD(A,B,C). A is TSA with carboxylate/thiol pair; B is TSA with 
carboxylic acid/thiolate pair and C is the less stable TSA with carboxylic acid/thiol pair. 
The hybrid implicit-explicit solvation model of thiosalicylic acid calculated PBE0-D3BJ-












This conformer (structure C) is about 8 to 10 kcal/mol less stable than the 
carboxylic acid/thiolate pair (structure B) (Figure 30,Table 18). Hybrid implicit-explicit 
density functional calculations was in agreement with the implicit solvation model. That 
is, formation of carboxylic acid/thiolate pair in singly ionized thiosalicylic acid is more 
probable than the presence of carboxylate/thiol pair. But unlike implicit model, 
conformer A (with carboxylate/thiol pair) surrounded by five water molecules (structure 
D) exists; but it is about 5 to 7 kcal/mol less stable than the single ionized thiosalicylic 
acid molecule with carboxylic acid/thiolate pair ; structure E (Figure 30,Table 18).Thus, 
DFT analysis of the possible isomers and conformers of mono deprotonated thiosalicylic 
acid (TSA) in water shows that the most stable isomer of singly ionized thiosalicylic acid 
is carboxylic acid/thiolate pair. 
 
Table 18. The implicit solvation model of thiosalicylic acid (TSA) calculated with !b97xd-PCM 
(water)/def2-TZVPPD and PBE0-D3BJ-PCM (water)/def2-TZVPPD (A,B,C). A is TSA carboxylate/thiol 
pair; B is TSA with carboxylic acid/thiolate pair and C is the less stable conformer of TSA with carboxylic 
acid/thiol pair. The hybrid implicit-explicit solvation model of thiosalicylic acid (TSA) calculated with !b97xd-PCM (water)/def2-TZVPPD and PBE0-D3BJ-PCM (water)/def2-TZVPPD (D,E,F). D is TSA 
with carboxylate/thiol pair; E is TSA with carboxylic acid/thiolate. 
Structures from Figure 2 A B C 




(kcal/mol) !b97xd-PCM (water)/def2-TZVPPD converged to B 0 +9.0/+7.7 
PBE0-D3BJ-PCM (water)/def2-
TZVPPD converged to B 0 +10.4/+9.3 
Structures from Figure 2 D E 
Implicit-explicit solvation model E/E+ZPE (kcal/mol) E/E+ZPE (kcal/mol) !b97xd-PCM (water)/def2-TZVPPD +5.0/+3.1 0 
PBE0-D3BJ-PCM (water)/def2-





3.4.2. UV-Vis Spectroscopy of Singly Ionized Thiosalicylic Acid 
UV-Vis spectroscopy of thiosalicylic acid and salicylic acid interestingly shows 
different behavior. Thiosalicylic acid (113µM) in aqueous ethanol (40%) has one maxima 
at 309nm and 2 shoulders at 270nm and 348nm in the range of 260nm to 800nm 
wavelengths, that could be due to π  ® π* transitions in the aromatic ring (Figure 31-A). 
It was titrated against tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH) as an organic base in 
different ratios; up to two equivalents; at room temperature. After adding one equivalent 
base (TBAOH), a new UV-vis absorption spectrum was observed at 349nm where there 
was a shoulder for TSA. Also, another peak growth, shoulder and a distinct isosbestic 
point were observed at 270nm , 310nm and 333 nm, respectively (Figure 31-A). The two 
possible products of single ionized thiosalicylic acid are thiosalicylic acid with carboxylic 
acid/thiolate pair or TSA with carboxylate/thiol pair. 
Meanwhile, UV-Vis titration of salicylic acid (122µM) with the same base 
(TBAOH) in aqueous ethanol (40%) was done at room temperature. Salicylic acid does 
not behave like TSA. Salicylic acid shows one maxima at 295nm in the range between 
260nm to 800nm; that could be due to π ® π*  transitions (Figure 31-B). After adding 1 
equivalent of TBAOH, the maxima at 295nm has not changed and no new band has 
observed (Figure 31-B).Unlike TSA, there is only one expected product for single ionized 






Therefore, deprotonation of carboxylic acid has not resulted in formation of a new 
absorption spectrum. Moreover, deprotonation of carboxylic acid in benzoic acid 
derivatives like SA does not get involved in the resonance of aromatic ring but 
deprotonation of thiol group in TSA will lead to extended conjugation and changing the 
electronic structure of the whole ring. The evolution of a new band and isosbestic point 
that particularly occurred in absorption spectra of single ionized TSA, enhance the 
 
Figure 31. A) UV-Vis absorption features of Thiosalicylic acid in the presence of different 
concentrations of tetrabutylammonium hydroxide(TBAOH) and their corresponding 
absorption variation trend in aqueous ethanol at 25•c. B) UV-vis absorption features of 
Salicylic acid in the presence of different concentrations of tetrabutylammonium 



























































Time-dependent DFT calculation of deprotonation of thiosalicylic acid through 
hybrid solvation model has indicated that if single ionization of thiosalicylic acid results 
in carboxylate/thiol pair, a maximum would be observed at 282 nm in the range between 
260 nm to 800 nm. But formation of carboxylic acid/thiolate pair, contribute to a maxima 
at 340 nm, a shoulder at 316nm and another maxima at 266 nm in the range of 260 to 800 
nm which follows the same pattern (with 3-9 nm difference) as the experimental single 






















3.4.3. NMR Analysis of Deprotonation of Thiosalicylic Acid  
Proton NMR analysis of deprotonation of TSA is quite challenging. Thiol peak 
and carboxylic acid peak are too broad to distinguish. It is not possible to say whether 
after adding one equivalent of base which proton in TSA removes first. Furthermore, 
TBAOH is 1M solution in methanol and HNMR peak of alcoholic group appears at the 
same chemical shift as thiol group; thus, after deprotonation of thiosalicylic acid with 1 
equivalent of TBAOH it is not easy to assign whether the carboxylic acid/thiolate pair 
formed or carboxylate/thiol pair. To solve these issues we analyzed the chemical shift 
pattern in the HNMR of the aromatic hydrogens. Therefore, two models were acquired 
with desired characteristics. 2-methoxybenzoic acid was considered as a model for 
deprotonation of carboxylic acid and methyl thiosalicilate was treated as a prototype for 
deprotonation of thiol in thiosalicylic acid (Figure 42). The chemical shifts of aromatic 
hydrogens were assigned using 2D NMR spectroscopy; correlated spectroscopy (COSY), 
heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence (HMQC) and heteronuclear multiple bond 
coherence (HMBC): 
 
Figure 32. PBE0/D3BJ-PCM(water)/def2-TZVPPD hybrid implicit-explicit solvation 
model calculated absorption spectrum of  monoanions of thiosalicylic acid 
(thiolate/carboxylic acid pair in blue bars; thiol/carboxylate pair in patterned white/blue 


































Figure 35. 2D NMR (COSY) of thiosalicylic acid. 
 


























Figure 37. 2D NMR (HMBC) of 2-methoxybenzoic acid. 
 























Figure 40. 2D NMR (HMQC) of methyl thiosalicilate. 
 




Interpreting the chemical shifts of an aromatic ring hydrogens in the presence of 
an electron withdrawing group and an electron donating group at the ortho position is not 
simple. So we scrutinized an analogous pattern to figure out whether thiol or carboxylic 
acid deprotonate after adding one equivalent of base to the thiosalicylic acid. 
Since all aromatic protons in single ionized thiosalicylic acid, 2-methoxybenzoic 
acid and methyl thiosalicilate have shielded after adding one equivalent of TBAOH, the 
absolute value of the chemical shift of assigned hydrogens (chemical shift displacement) 
were considered with respect to chemical shift of the original acids (Figure 43). The 
absolute value of the chemical shift of assigned hydrogens (chemical shift displacement) 
is: |∆#| = %#!"#$%&'	#)$#*'+	,-#+ −	#!.-#+%																											(: *+, *-, *., */ 
 
Thus, 2-methoxybenzoic acid with a methoxy group and carboxylic acid at ortho 
position deprotonated with one equivalent TBAOH. The expected deprotonation of 
carboxylic acid provoked different ranges of chemical shifts in aromatic ring hydrogens. 
The most shifted hydrogen was ortho to carboxylic acid group (Hd) then, the hydrogen at 
the position of para to carboxylic acid group (Hb) has shifted 0.13ppm less than Hd. 
Aromatic hydrogens at meta positions (Ha) and (Hc) has the least chemical shifts with 
respect to Hd (~0.2- 0.3 ppm). Whereas deprotonation of methyl thiosalicilate vastly 
shifted all aromatic hydrogens; hydrogens at the position of meta and para to thiol (Hb, 
Hc) have slightly more shifted (~0.05 to 0.1ppm) than the hydrogens at ortho position to 
methoxycarbonyl group and thiol group (Ha, Hd), respectively. Although chemical shifts 




same pattern as 2-methoxybenzoic acid and methyl thiosalicilate; in both thiosalicylic 
acid and methyl thiosalicilate, hydrogens at para position of each group (Hb and Hc) 
shifted more than Ha and Hd. The difference between these shifts in thiosalicylic acid is 
~ 0.4ppm and in methyl thiosalicilate is just ~ 0.05 to 0.1ppm (Figure 43).  
Furthermore, computational analysis of HNMR chemical shifts in single ionized 
thiosalicylic acid was done at the PBE0/D3BJ-PCM(acetone)/def2-TZVPPD level with 
 
Figure 42. Chemical shifts of aromatic hydrogens of thiosalicylic acid(A,D),2-
methoxybenzoic acid (B,E) and methyl thiosalicilate (C,F) in acetone using 1D 1HNMR. 
The assignment of peaks were done by 2D NMRs (COSY, HMQC and HMBC). 
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carboxylic acid/ thiolate pair as well as carboxylate/ thiol pair . Although, experimental 
values of chemical shifts in deprotonated thiosalicylic acid and deprotonated 2-
methoxybenzoic acid are incomparable with theoretical values; proton displacement of 
experimentally single ionized thiosalicylic acid displays almost the same pattern as of 
theoretically single ionized thiosalicylic acid with carboxylic acid/thiolate pair in acetone. 
Furthermore, proton displacement of experimentally deprotonated 2-methoxybenzoic 
acid displays the same pattern as of theoretically single ionized thiosalicylic acid with 
carboxylate/ thiol pair. Both experimental and DFT calculation of ionization of 
thiosalicylic acid resulted in formation of carboxylic acid/ thiolate pair. The highest 
displacement occurs for the hydrogens at the position of para to thiol (thiolate) group and 
the para position to carboxylic acid (Hc, Hb). Ha (ortho position to thiol) and Hd (ortho 
position to carboxylic acid) respectively shifted downfield (Figure 43, Figure 44). 
The comparison of experimental proton displacement of deprotonated 2-
methoxybenzoic acid and theoretical single ionized thiosalicylic acid with carboxylate/ 
thiol pair is nonetheless more arguable than the former case. Aside from the proton 
displacement of hydrogens at ortho and para positions to thiol group and para position to 
 
Figure 43. Experimental chemical shifts displacements of aromatic hydrogens in 





































carboxylate group (Ha, Hb, Hc) which keep the same pattern; the hydrogen at ortho 
position of carboxylate group (Hd) is eminently underestimated in DFT calculation 
(Figure 43,Figure 44). Hd in experimental displacement of 2-methoxy benzoic acid has 
largely shifted whereas the chemical shift displacement of this hydrogen in theoretical 
study is minimal. 
All in all, The theoretical and experimental similarities between deprotonated 
TSA and methyl thiosalicilate considered as another proof of deprotonation of thiol group 
as pKa1 value in TSA. 
 
 
Figure 44. PBE0/D3BJ-PCM(acetone)/def2-TZVPPD calculated absolute value of 
chemical shift of aromatic hydrogens between  thiosalicylic acid  and its single ionized 





3.4.4. X-ray Crystal Structure of Single-Ionized Thiosalicylic Acid 
Crystal preparation 
Crystals of thiosalicylic acid for X-ray diffraction experiments were grown by 
slow evaporation of THF solution with NaOH and 2,4-lutidine respectively. The pale-
yellow crystals through both approaches were kept at room temperature in the glovebox 
for several days. 
X-ray Crystallography 
This experiment was done with an Oxford SuperNova diffractometer using 
Cu(Kα) radiation at 100K. The crystal structure of single ionized thiosalicylic acid with 
sodium hydride (Figure 45) and 2,4-lutidine (Figure 46) was formed for structural and 
geometrical analysis of this phenomenon. In both X-ray crystal structures, the carboxylic 
acid/thiolate pair have formed. In the inorganic complexation with sodium hydride where 
both oxygen molecules in TSA bonded with sodium as well as complexation with organic 
2,4-lutidine; the carboxylic acid hydrogen forms intramolecular hydrogen bond with 
thiolate group (Figure 45,Figure 46). In complexation with sodium, the bond between 
carboxylic acid oxygens and sodium are stronger. This could be the reason that in 
complexation with sodium hydride the O-H bond is longer (1.157 Å) than in complex 
with 2,4-lutidine (0.897Å). In the complex with sodium hydride, The thiosalicylic ligand 
is rotationally (by ~7°) disordered over two positions. In the major orientation (80%), the 
sodium cation is coordinated by both carboxyl oxygens. In the minor one (20%), only 
carbonyl oxygen participates in Na+ coordination. The disorder complicates localization 
of the acidic hydrogen. However, after taking the disorder into account, the difference 




hydrogen atom assigned there refined well but exhibited an enlarged Uiso=0.10 Å2 that is 
likely a result of a shallow shape of its potential minima of energy. In the crystal, there is 
no parallel stacking between thiosalicylic ligands. 
Also, in the complex with sodium hydride the non-covalent interatomic distances 
between thiolate sulfur and carboxylic acid hydrogen (1.746 Å) is shorter than in the 
complex with 2,4-Ludtidine (1.958 Å). 
The organic complexation with 2,4-Ludtidine resulted in intermolecular hydrogen 
bond between carboxylic acid oxygen and hydrogen in lutidine that may justify the 
longer intramolecular distance between thiolate sulfur and carboxylic acid hydrogen. The 
structural analysis of deprotonated crystal structures confirmed that formation of 
intramolecular hydrogen bond between thiolate and carboxylic acid is one of the factors 
that stabilize thiolate. This is definitely related to the polarizability of thiol group and the 





Table 19. Summary of x-ray crystallographic data and structure refinement of TSA. 
 TSA and  
1eq NaH 
TSA and 1eq 
 2,4-Lutidine 
TSA and 2eq 
 TMAOH 
empirical formula C17H25NaO7S C14H15NO2S C15H18NO2S 
formula weight 396.42 261.33 300.45 
crystal system monoclinic triclinic monoclinic 
space group p 21/c p-1 P21/c 
a [Å] 7.58297(13) 7.329(3) 13.0906(3) 
b [Å] 23.4799(3) 8.097(4) 8.4471(2) 
c [Å] 11.2754(2) 11.393(5) 15.1485(4) 
a [°] 90 73.373(15) 90 
b [°] 109.5132(19) 85.465(14) 90.828 
g [°] 90 78.360(13) 90 
volume [Å3] 1892.26(6) 634.3(5) 1674.91 
Z 4 2 4 
rcalc [g/cm3] 1.391 1.368 1.191 
l [Å] 1.54184 0.71073 1.54184 
T (k) 100 (2) 100(2) 100(10) 
µ [mm-1] 2.068 0.248 1.741 
2Q range [°] 3.73 to 70.5550 5.346 to 56.594 5.828 to 70.570 
reflection collected 34764 9074 7091 
Independent reflections 35249 3145 2730 
Data/restraints/parameters 35249/5/252 3145/1/171 3143/3/202 
Goodness-of-fit (GOOF) on F2 1.037 1.042 1.042 















Figure 45. Crystal structure of the single ionized thiosalicylic acid with 1equivalent 





To confirm that organic bases such as TBAOH and TMAOH can remove both 
hydrogens crystal structure of completely deprotonated TSA was provided (Figure 47). 
 
The dianion colorless crystals has a non-planar conformation – the carboxy group 
is rotated by 86° relative to benzene ring. It shows a 12% crystallographic disorder. The -
S and -CO2 groups are positionally interchanged (Table 19). In the crystal, the ions form 
bi-layers along bc plane via C-H…O hydrogen bonds and weaker C-H…S interactions. 
3.5. Summary 
In this chapter, the deprotonation sequence of thiol and carboxylic acid in 
aromatic bifunctional molecules were analyzed. This study was done using both 
theoretical and experimental methods. Geometry optimization and energy profile of the 
possible isomers and conformers of singly ionized thiosalicylic acid molecule in implicit 
 





and hybrid solvation model demonstrate that the most probable and more stable structure 
in water is the one with thiolate/ carboxylic acid pair.  
Experimental studies have been done using three approaches. The UV-Vis 
absorption spectroscopy of deprotonated TSA was done in parallel with the UV-Vis 
absorption spectroscopy of salicylic acid as benchmark as well as time-dependent DFT 
calculations. All of these approaches were in agreement with the fact that deprotonation 
of TSA is against the traditional sequence of deprotonation. 
NMR analysis of deprotonation of TSA was not straightforward due to rapid 
proton exchange resulted in broad spectrum. To resolve this issue, the chemical shift 
displacement of aromatic hydrogens in TSA was compared with the chemical shift 
displacements in 2-methoxy benzoic acid and methyl thiosalicilate. This study was 
completed with computational NMR studies in acetone. 
At the end, the speculations about the untraditional deprotonation sequence was 
confirmed with X-ray crystal diffraction method. TSA was deprotonated with 2,4-lutidine 
as well as sodium hydride. The presence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding was also 
confirmed in these structures however, the strength of this interaction is dependent on 
environmental factors such as the nature of base. Moreover, it is still not clear that what 










 ACIDITY SEQUENCE OF THIOL AND 
CARBOXYLIC ACID IN ALIPHATIC 
BIFUNCTIONAL MOLECULES 
4.1.  Introduction 
It has been proven that in thiosalicylic acid as an aromatic model of bifunctional 
molecules , thiol molecule and carboxylic acid are prone to form intramolecular hydrogen 
bonding. Computational and experimental investigations on this model molecule show 
that thiol group displays more acidic character than carboxylic acid (chapter3)! It means 
that thiol lose its proton prior to carboxylic acid in coordination with bases. Since oxygen 
in carboxylic acid is more electronegative and less polarizable than sulfur atom in thiol; 
formation of hydrogen bond between thiolate as hydrogen acceptor and carboxylic acid 
as hydrogen bond donor is more presumable. However the effectiveness of other factors 
like extended conjugation of thiolate with aromatic ring, entropic and steric restrictions of 
these groups cannot be neglected. To understand the influence of these factors on the 
sequence of deprotonation in bifunctional molecules, we acquired aliphatic models of 
bifunctional molecules. We believe that the consequence of extended conjugation on 
stability of thiolate molecule would be excluded in this way. This study has been started 
in our group by Dr. Ivanova. She analyzed thioglycolic acid (TGA) used as an applicable 
reagent for reducing disulfide bond. It has been reported that thioglycolic acid with two 
geminal carboxylic acid and thiol groups has pKa values of 3.8 and 9.3 respectively.217 
pKa inversion effect was analyzed computationally on singly ionized thioglycolic acid 
(Figure 48). According to this study the traditional singly ionized thioglycolic acid in 





stable than singly ionize thioglycolic acid with thiolate/carboxylic acid . For further 
investigation and shed more lights on the chemical origin of this phenomenon we have 
analyzed various small organic aliphatic model molecules. The theoretical studies were 
accompanied by experimental investigation.  
4.2. Computational Details 
The electronic structure calculation of reactant, product and transition states were 
performed by Gaussian 16 package.161 Intrinsic reaction coordinated (IRC) reaction path 
calculation has been used to verify the chemical nature of transition states .161 The 
 
Figure 48. PCM (water) IRC profiles of reaction of proton transfer from thiol sulfur to 
carboxylate oxygen calculated with PBE0/aug-pcseg-1 in gas (red), dichloromethane 
(green) and water (blue) with geometries of reactant, product and transition state 





molecular geometries were optimized using density functional theory (DFT) calculations 
with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof hybrid functional155–157 (PBE0) including Grimme’s 
empirical dispersion correction 158,159 with damping160 (PBE0-D3BJ) as well as the range 
separated wB97XD hybrid functional213. DFT calculation with triple-zeta basis set by 
Weigend and Alritchs with diffuse functions by Rappaport and Furche,162,163 def2-
TZVPPD was also tested. Solvent effect was considered using the implicit polarizable 
continuum model (PCM).218 
4.3. Results and Discussion 
4.3.1. Thioglycolic Acid 
As reported by Dr. Ivanova, single ionization of thioglycolic acid in water, 
dichloromethane and gas phase is not according to expectations. By way of explanation, 
thiolate /carboxylic acid pair in TGA was stabilized by formation of hydrogen bonding so 
that thiolate sulfur act as a hydrogen acceptor. We have tested these computational 
investigation, experimentally by crystallization of singly ionized thioglycolic acid (TGA). 
Thioglycolic acid was deprotonated with one equivalent of potassium ethoxide in the 
presence of 18-crown ether in dichloromethane as solvent (Figure 50). Essentially the 
experimental observation contradicts computational results and TGA followed traditional 
deprotonation sequence. The potassium ion is symmetrically coordinated by an 18-
crown-6 molecule and is shifted from its mean plane by 0.7 Å toward η2-thioacetate 
ligand. The anion has a flat shape with 5-membered ring formed through S-H…O 





Table 20. Summary of x-ray crystallographic data and structure refinement of TGA. 
 TGA and 1eq KOEt TGA and 1eq TMAOH 
empirical formula C14H27KO8S C6H15NO2S 
formula weight 394.53 165.25 
crystal system monoclinic Orthorhombic 
space group I2Ya P2ac2ab 
a [Å] 21.5489(8) 8.4197(3) 
b [Å] 8.5061(3) 9.0039(4) 
c [Å] 24.0330 11.2272(4) 
a [°] 90 90 
b [°] 106.617(4) 90 
g [°] 90 90 
volume [Å3] 4221.21 851.14(6) 
Z NA 4 
rcalc [g/cm3] NA 1.290 
l [Å] NA 0.71073 
T (k) NA 100(10) 
µ [mm-1] NA 0.327 
2Q range [°] NA 7.26 to 59.32 
reflection collected NA 5752 
Independent reflections NA 1928 
Data/restraints/parameters NA 2099/0/99 
Goodness-of-fit (GOOF) on 
F2 
NA 1.078 





values of most atoms are a reflection of an extensive disorder of an unidentified solvent 




The interatomic distance between thiol hydrogen and carboxylic acid oxygen is 
2.30Å and the S-H bond length is 1.81Å. In carboxylic acid group the C-O bond distance 
that involved with hydrogen bond as hydrogen acceptor is 0.04Å shorter than the other C-





Figure 49. Deprotonation of thioglycolic acid with 1 equivalent of potassium methoxide 







This experiment also repeated with changing base into tetramethylammonium 
hydroxide (TMAOH) and solvent from dichloromethane (DCM) to less polar 
tetrahydrofuran (THF).The observed x-ray crystallography structure was the same as the 
previous one. Recent crystal structure (Figure 50), represents different bond lengths 
compared to the previous one (Figure 49).  
The carboxy group of the anion is deprotonated and largely delocalized (C-O bonds are 
1.238 and 1.259(3) Å). It has an almost planar conformation with mercapto group in 
cisoid orientation to more “double-bonded” O2 (corresponding torsion angle 5.6(3)º). 
The mercapto group has a gauche conformation with torsion angle H-S-C-C of 51°. 
The interatomic distance between thiol hydrogen and carboxylic acid oxygen in 
this complex is 2.81Å which is 0.51Å longer and the S-H bond length is 1.25Å which is 
0.46Å shorter than S-H bond length in complex with potassium. That could be due to 
shorter carboxylic acid C-O bond in the second complex (1.24Å) and coordination of 
oxygens to potassium. 
The anions form H-bonded helices along 21 screw axes along x. The S-H…O-H 
bonds are not particularly strong .The S…O separation of 3.515 Å is well above the sum 
of van-der-Waals radii (~3.3 Å) and H…O contact of 2.40 Å is only 0.3 Å shorter than a 
van-der-Waals one. In addition, the carboxyl…H orientation is not particularly good. The 
hydrogen atom approaches the carboxyl out of its plane and the pseudo-torsion angle C-
C-O…H is 58.2°. Nevertheless, the H-bonding results in partial polarization of the 
delocalized carboxy group  participating in the H-bond has a slightly longer C-O distance 





4.3.2. 3-Mercaptopropionic Acid 
 For further investigations we have changed our aliphatic bifunctional model 




The logic behind this change was to increase the flexibility and enhance the 
chance of formation of a stronger hydrogen bond. 3-Mercaptopropionic acid was picked 
up on this purpose. In initial conformational studies, we have rotated thiol-carboxylate 
dihedral angel stepwise (60º each time) and optimized the structure 0B97XD/ def2-
TZVPPD level of theory in the gas phase; then we repeated this for thiolate-carboxylic 




Figure 50. Deprotonation of thioglycolic acid with 1 equivalent of tetramethylammonium 




gauche structure. The gauche structure of singly ionized 3-mercaptopropionic acid with 
thiolate and carboxylic acid pair was 4.2 kcal/mol more stable than the gauche structure 
of singly ionized 3-mercaptopropionic acid with thiol and carboxylate pair. Also these 
structures are 14.7 kcal/mol and 1.7 kcal/mol more stable than their anti-conformers 
respectively.  
Therefore, the gauche structures were chosen for transition state calculations 
within different solvents with different dielectric constants. This calculation was done 
using two different level of theory 0B97XD and PBE0-D3BJ and def2-TZVPPD as basis 
set (Figure 52).  0B97XD-PCM/ def2-TZVPPD calculations has shown that singly ionized gauche 
structure of 3-mercaptopropionic acid with thiol/carboxylate pair is 2.9/ 2.4/ 2.3/ 1.6 
kcal/mol less stable in CHCl3/ THF/ CH2Cl2/ water than thiolate/carboxylic acid pair 
 
Figure 51. Schematic picture of conformational analysis of 3-mercaptopropionic acid with 






















respectively. These differences in stabilities are even larger while using PBE0-D3BJ-
PCM/ def2-TZVPPD level of theory. Thiol/carboxylate pair is 4.2/ 3.8/ 3.7/ 3.0 kcal/mol 
less stable in CHCl3/ THF/ CH2Cl2/ water than thiolate/carboxylic acid pair within PBE0-
D3BJ-PCM respectively (Figure 52).  
So far, computational studies confirmed that in singly ionized 3-
mercapropropionic acid proton is significantly delocalized between the sulfur and the 
oxygen atom with an inclination toward oxygen atom. And deprotonation of 3-mercapto 
propionic acid does not follow the traditional ionization rules.  
 
 
Figure 52. Transition state calculation of 3-mercaptopropionic acid in different solvents 
including water(dark blue),THF(light blue),DCM(red) and chloroform(orange) using 2 




Supplementary investigations have been done on singly deprotonated 3-
mercaptopropionic acid. Deprotonation was done with one equivalent of potassium 
ethoxide and one equivalent of tetramethylammonium hydroxide in tetrahydrofuran as 
well (Figure 53, Figure 55).  
Crystal structure of deprotonated 3-mercaptopropionic acid with one equivalent of 
tetramethylammonium hydroxide reveals that an intramolecular hydrogen bond does not 
exist between sulfur and oxygen. That could be due to highly flexible thiol and 
carboxylic acid groups (Figure 53). Instead, intermolecular interactions between 
hydrogen of thiol in 3-mercaptopropianic acid and oxygen in carboxylic acid of another 







Figure 53. X-ray crystal structure of 3-mercaptopropionic acid with tetramethylammonium 




This experiment was repeated using another base (tetramethylammonium 




Figure 54. X-ray crystal packing of 3-mercaptopropionic acid with tetramethylammonium 
hydroxide in THF as solvent. 
 
 
Figure 55. X-ray crystal structure of 3-mercaptopropionic acid with potassium ethoxide 





Table 21. Summary of x-ray crystallographic data and structure refinement of 3-MPA. 
 3-MPA and 1eq 
TMAOH 
3-MPA and   
1eq KOEt 
3-MPA and  
1eq KOEt (H-bond) 
empirical formula C7H17NO2S C18H37KO10S C18H37KO10S 
formula weight 179.27 487.28 487.28 
crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Orthorhombic 
space group -p 2ybc -p2yn P2ac2ab 
a [Å] 6.29181(14) 14.0119(4) 8.2315 
b [Å] 9.1491(2) 8.5322(2) 14.9424(3) 
c [Å] 16.6351(5) 20.5466(5) 16.0621 
a [°] 90 90 90 
b [°] 92.888(2) 100.038(2) 90 
g [°] 90 90 90 
volume [Å3] 956.37(4) 2418.80(11) 1975.61 
Z 4 4 NA 
rcalc [g/cm3] 1.245 1.338 NA 
l [Å] 0.71073 0.71073 NA 
T (k) 100(10) 99.8(4) NA 
µ [mm-1] 0.296 0.354 NA 
2Q range [°] 9.364 to 58.962 7.81 to 58.71 NA 
reflection collected 11488 29095 NA 
Independent reflections 2158 4972 NA 
Data/restraints/parameters 2455/0/108 6182/0/282 NA 
Goodness-of-fit (GOOF) 
on F2 
1.049 1.025 NA 





Recent crystal structures confirmed that high flexibility of thiol and carboxylic 
acid groups in 3-mercaptopropionic acid prevents formation of a strong intramolecular 
hydrogen bonding. In other words, entropic effect overcome formation of hydrogen 
bonding and stability of thiolate/ carboxylic acid pair.Thus experimental results 
contradict with computational results and 3-mercaptopropionic acid follows traditional 
deprotonation rules. 
4.3.3. Thiobenzilic Acid 
Previous studies shows that intramolecular hydrogen bond in geminal thiol-
carboxylic acid is not strong enough to stabilize a singly ionized structure with 
thiolate/carboxylic acid pair. Increasing the flexibility of these functional groups and 
changing them to vicinal positions even made it worst and decreased the possibility of 
formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Therefore steric restrictions were 
considered for the vicinal structure in order to decrease entropic effect. Accordingly we 
have synthesized thiobenzilic acid219 in which two phenyl groups are expected the 











Synthesis of Thiobenzilic Acid 
Thiobenzilic acid was synthesized by a literature modified procedure. Benzilic 
acid (5.0 g, 0.022 mol) was dissolved in glacial acetic acid (6 mL). To this, was added 
phenyl isothiocyanate (4 mL, 0.033 mol). The mixture was cooled to 0 °C and stirred for 
2h. This was followed by the dropwise addition of conc. sulfuric acid (3 mL) over a 
period of 30 minutes. The mixture was warmed to room temperature overnight. The pink 
paste was poured into a beaker containing crushed ice. The resulting white solid was 
filtered and washed with water followed by hexane (5 mL) to yield a colorless solid 
(6.66 g, 84% yield) that was used further without any purification. 1H NMR (400 MHz, 
dmso, δ) 10.44 (s, 1H), 7.34 (m, 15H), 7.04 (m, 1H); 13C NMR (100 MHz, dmso, δ) 





The intermediate (5.0 g, 0.0138 mol) was refluxed with 10 % KOH (200 mL) for 
5h, cooled to room temperature and filtered. The filtrate was placed in ice bath and 
acidified by adding conc. hydrochloric acid. The resulting solid was filtered using a 
Buchner funnel to yield crude solid that was recrystallized with acetic acid to yield 
yellow needles (2.82 g, 84% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d6, δ) 7.43 (m, 4H), 






Figure 56. 1H NMR of the intermediate (1) in DMSO. 








Figure 57. 13C NMR of the intermediate (1) in DMSO. 





X-ray crystal structure of thiobenzilic acid also provided to confirm the accuracy 
of our synthesis (Figure 60, Table 22). 
Unfortunately efforts to get crystal structure of deprotonated thiobenzilic acid 
have not been achieved and researches on this subject still going on. However, after  
 
 
Figure 58. 1H NMR of the product in Acetone. 
PPM   10.0     8.0     6.0     4.0     2.0    0.0   
 
 
Figure 59. 13C NMR of the product in Acetone. 




adding one equivalent of various bases such as TBAOH and potassium ethoxide, 
the color changes from colorless to greenish/yellowish. Since it is not expected to see 
color changes in deprotonation of carboxylic acid.  
 
 





Table 22. Summary of x-ray crystallographic data and structure refinement of thiobenzilic acid. 
 Thiobenzilic acid 
empirical formula C14H12O2S 
formula weight 244.30 
crystal system Monoclinic 
space group -p 2yn 
a [Å] 13.0441(2) 
b [Å] 6.39934(13) 
c [Å] 14.7143(3) 
a [°] 90 
b [°] 102.206(2) 
g [°] 90 
volume [Å3] 1200.49(4) 
Z 4 
rcalc [g/cm3] 1.352 
l [Å] 0.71073 
T (k) 100.3(9) 
µ [mm-1] 2.281 
2Q range [°] 8.238 to 140.982 
reflection collected 11797 
Independent reflections 1996 
Data/restraints/parameters 2283/0/162 
Goodness-of-fit (GOOF) on 
F2 
1.037 






Following Chapter 3 the influence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding in 
changing the sequence of deprotonation in bifunctional molecules has been studied. 
Using thiosalicylic acid as a model of bifunctional molecules however has been 
successful, it is still not clear that whether formation of intramolecular interaction by 
itself can control this extraordinary behavior or it have to be in coordination with 
extended conjugation of thiolate with phenyl ring. 
To answer this question aliphatic models namely thioglycolic acid (TGA) as a 
geminal model, 3-mercaptopropionic acid (3-MPA) as a vicinal model and thiobenzilic 
acid as a restricted geminal model were chosen. DFT calculations were performed as well 
as experimental crystallographic methods. 
According to theoretical DFT calculations all of these aliphatic molecules 
deprotonate in an irregular manner. In a way that thiol molecule deprotonate prior to 
carboxylic acid due to formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonding between thiolate 
and carboxylic acid and high tendency of proton toward oxygen atom than sulfur in 
thiolate. But these observations seems to be in contradict with experimental x-ray 
crystallography results. X-ray crystal diffractions has shown that the traditional ionization 
sequence is true for thioglycolic acid and 3-mercaptopropionic acid. The reason for this 
inconsistency between computational and experimental results may originate from the 




 CONCLUSION  
In this work, we used computational and experimental techniques to explore the 
influence of intermolecular interactions on the chemical properties of biological sulfur-
containing molecules, S-nitrosothiols (RSNOs) and thiols (RSH). In particular, we have 
shown computationally that the S atom in RSNOs can engage in σ-hole bonding with 
Lewis bases present in biological environment, thereby providing a mechanism of 
biological control of RSNO reactions. We also used computational and experimental 
methods to investigate how hydrogen bonding interactions can dramatically change the 
acidity of thiols in thiol-carboxylic acid pairs often observed in protein environment.  
In the first part, we demonstrated the presence of two σ-holes on the surface of 
sulfur atom at the extension of the S–N and S–C bonds in CH3SNO molecule, a truncated 
model of S-nitrosated cysteine aminoacid side chain, CysNO. We used ab initio coupled-
cluster as well as DFT calculations to investigate how these σ-holes give rise to σ-hole 
interactions with neutral and anionic Lewis bases.  DFT-based Symmetry Adapted 
Perturbation Theory (DFT-SAPT) analysis of these interactions demonstrated that the 
dominant forces in these σ-hole bound complexes are electrostatic and dispersion 
energies. Furthermore, Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) and Non-
Covalent Interaction (NCI) methods were used to visualize and analyze σ-hole 
interactions and to quantify their effects on the RSNO S–N bond properties. Our analysis 
showed that σ-hole interactions involving the σ-hole at the extension of the S–N bond 
increase the contribution of the zwitterionic resonance structure R–S+=N–O–, thereby 
changing the RSNO structure and reactivity. In particular, this effect is pronounced if the 




or N atoms of the –SNO group. Modeling of a numerous ternary complexes involving the 
–SNO group and different combinations of acidic and basic residues suggests that σ-hole 
bonding in combination with hydrogen bonding provides a powerful mechanism of 
biological control of RSNO reactivity. 
In the second part, we investigated deprotonation of bifunctional thiol-carboxylic 
acid molecules using DFT calculations as well as experimental approaches such as NMR, 
UV-vis spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. Here, we considered 3-mercaptopropionic 
acid and thiosalicylic acid as bifunctional molecules with vicinal thiol and carboxylic 
acid groups. Computational studies suggest that both molecules display inverted 
deprotonation sequence, with the –SH group losing the proton first, due to the formation 
of intramolecular hydrogen bonding between the thiolate and hydroxy group in 
carboxylic acid. However, experimental X-ray diffraction structure of 3-
mercaptopropionic acid we obtained was in disagreement with our DFT results. On the 
other hand, experimental results (X-ray diffraction and NMR) confirmed that the inverted 
sequence of deprotonation in thiosalicylic acid. In order to distinguish the main reason 
behind acidity inversion in thiol-carboxylic acid pairs, we considered geminal 
bifunctional thiol-carboxylic acid molecules including thioglycolic acid and thiobenzilic 
acid. Similar to vicinal molecules, DFT computational analysis suggested inverted 
deprotonation behavior, while experimental X-ray diffraction results for thioglycolic acid 
anion yielded the traditional ionization pattern with ionized –COO– group. We further 
chose thiobenzilic acid as a model due to possible steric restriction of the thiol carboxylic 
acid groups; unfortunately, crystallization of thiobenzilic acid salts have proven 




study confirmed the inverted ionization pattern in thiosalicylic acid, while ionization of 
aliphatic bifunctional molecules with thiol-carboxylic acid pairs will require further 
investigation.   
To conclude, the studies summarized in this dissertation support the key role of 
intermolecular interactions in determining the chemical properties of sulfur-containing 
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